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Pair; Possibly Showers
Tonight or Wed
nesday

VOL. XXXIII.
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NO.

over Governor
Wilson was about
12,700 and the vote in the counties,
when it is counted, is expected to reduce this to a total of 11,000 for the
state as a whole.
TO
The state preferential vote had no
direct bearing on the result, but the
Roosevelt and Clark campaign committees were none the less pleased
that it went for their candidates,
since they believe It will make the
ROOSEVELT GETS THE POPULAR
preference by counties through which RACE BETWEEN ROOSEVELT AND
8UPPORT OF THE STATE
TAFT TOO CLOSE FOR
the state delegates are instructed all
the more binding and militate against
COMFORT
FOR PRESIDENT.
the possibility that the delegations
to the national convention will not
WILL RULE STATE CONVENTION stay hitched, if the fight there is very COUNTY CONVENTIONS TODAY

MARYLAND

LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

REPUBLICANS ARE

GIVES

DIVIDED

HER VOTE

MAY

give them his views on the question

DISCOURAGEMENT

HARMON.

IS IDENTIFIED

IN

t

i I I

H

Some Oall it Inspira
tion ; Others a

Hunch

0R0ZC0 REFUSES
TO RECOGNIZE

NOT EXPRESSED

OF HOME STATE

ONE KILLED IN WRECK

DOUBT

Contests In Arkansas,

BY TAFT

TEXAS

i

Little Rock, Ark., May 7. -I- '.oese
velt leaders in caucuses early tortr
planned a state convention of their
own, following fruitless efforts to obtain from the Taft supporter what
the colonel's forces declare woalri
be reasonable recognition of the delegates pledged to their candidate. Vhe
PRESIDENT CON8IDERS HE DID Taft supports s planned to proce'd SAY8 FORMATION OF PROVISION- REMARKABLY WELL IN MARYAL GOVERNMENT WA8 HASTY
with their state convention this ar
Two
ternoon.
wi'l
sua cf delegates
LAND PRIMARY
AND UNAUTHORIZED
be sent from Arkansas to the Chicago
convention where th contest must
HE MADE SHORT CAMPAIGN be thfeshed out
TELLS HIM TO LEAVE MEXICO

Democrats Fight In Pennsylvania
Harrisburg, Pa., May 7. After much
preliminary skirmishing the factions
which for two years have been fight
Ing for control of the state democrat
ic organization were scheduled to
come together today for a fight to a
finish a battle In which each hopes
to exterminate the other. Calls were
sent out weeks ago by the state com
mittees representing the rival factions, but tatter it was agreed to hold
close.
The law demands that the Mary- IN EVERY PART OF THE COMMON- one convention, the losing side to WHILE ROOSEVELT WAS WORK
THE FORMER EXECUTIVE HAS A
abide by the action of the majority
land delegations cntinue to vote as
ING STATE PRESIDENT WA8
MAJORITY OF THE DELEWEALTH DELEGATES ARE BEof
delegates.
In
as
their
conscientious
judglong
GATHERING.
BUSY IN OTHER PLACES
GATES TO
Both factions having endorsed Gov
ING CHOSEN
ment, they believe their candid ates
ernor Wilson for the presidential nom
ination, the convention today will
WINNER
TRY FOR OHIO'S VOTE
CLARK IS ANJEASY
(Continued on Page Pour).
PRESIDENT HAS ADVANTAGE name Wilson delegates and probably WILL
will Instruct them.
SPEAKER OF THE H0U8E OUTTHE CHIEF EXECUTIVE BELIEVES
HI8
FAVOR
STOLEN
PROPERTY
REPORTS
EARLY
DISTANCES WILSON AND
HE WILL RECEIVE 8UPPORT
CAUSE BUT RESULT IS STILL

COLONEL

I

) i

CITY EDITION.

7, 1912.

maries. This delegation contains a
heavy majority of Wilson delegates,
while the other contesting delegation
known as the "hand platted" dele?-tion- ,
is controlled by the Clark forces.

i..l..,,iii

GOMEZ

INDICATION
THERE 18 EVERY
IN FRISCO
HA8 ENELEMENT
NEW
THAT
San Francisco, May 7. Ad Wolgast
REVOLUTION
arrived
TERED
lightweight boxing champion,
WOLGA8T

here today to prepare for his bout
with Willie Ritchie Saturday afternoon. Tom Jones, his manager, said REBELS MARCH ON FEDERALS
the champion would keep busy In
bouts before meet- A BIG BATTLE 18 EXPECTED TO
short,
ing Joe Rivers in Los Angeles July
NEXT TWENTY-FOU- R
IN
OCCUR
4. Wolgast and Jones will leave Sat
HOURS
urday for St. Joseph, Missouri, whore
the first of these events will fake
place.
Eecalon. Mex, May 7. General
Pascual Orozco has refused to recog
nize the provisional government es
tablished by Kmillo Vasquez Gome
MAN MURDERED IN at
Juarez last Saturday. Orozco to
day on the march southward tele
graphed Gomez threatening him and
ARIZONA CAPITOL his
associates unless they left Mex-

Bjtlmore, Md., May 7. Complete
Cincinnati, O., May 7. Ohio, Presi
demoON KOEHLER SIDING dent
unofficial returns from the Maryland
Dallas, Tex., May 7. Texeas
Tafia home state, bids fair to be
Theodore CHARLES HENDERSON HAD MON- crats and republicans met in county
today gave
primaries
come thp bloody battle ground where
EY AND POCKETBOOK BERoosevelt 66 delegates, or one more
conventions today to take the second
the president and Colonel Theodore
among FREIGHT AND PASSENGER TRAIN
LONGING TO FANNY JONES
than necessary to control th3 state
step in indicating their choice
will fight to a finish one of
Roosevelt
COLLIDE ON ST. L. R. M. &
Governor Wilson, Governor Harmon
convention. Democratic primary
"actions" of the present
the
decisive
savP. RAILWAY.
The three silver dollars, little
and Champ Clark and between Presi
with only five precincts missfor the republican presidencampaign
as
new leather pockexbook, dent Taft and Colonel Roosevelt
ing, gave Clark 81; Wilson 44; Har- ings bank,
tial nomination.
Raton, X. M., May 7 Albert Rouns-lethree butcher knives and carving presidential
candidates. The first
mon 4.
ico.
Friends of President Taft, with him
on the person movement was made in Saturday's
was killed and Engineer J. A. Car-lyl- e
John H. Hania, chairmai i f the fork, which were found
Orozco was today 193 miles south
'to Cincinnati, declared
on
visit
his
arrestwhen
apparWilson
Miles
were Injured
and Fireman
SESSION
OF of Chihuahua and but 40 miles behind
precinct conventions.
THIS MORNING'S
republican state central committee, of Charles Henderson,
of
pri'
the
Maryland
result
the
that
on the charge ently is an easy first choice on the late yesterday when the southbound
LEGISLATURE
INTERRUPTED
a Taft leader, said he was in doubt ed Saturday afternoon
his advance guard, which is expected
maries made it certain the struggle
of
a
of
leggings from democratic side. The Taft and Roose passenger train on the St. Louis,
pair
stealing
HowBY BRUTAL KILLING.
hour
about the figures received from
next twenty-fou- r
the
within
would be hard. The presiOhio
for
V. Hedgcock velt contest is still undecided.
Rocky Mountain and Pacific collided
federal
ard county, which apparently went the shoe store of C.
the
Big
to encounter
will spend more time campaigndent
Oou.vrMons are scheduled for at with a freight train at Koehler, N.
Phoenix, Ariz., May 7 Today's ses- force and General Huerta. The crea
for Roosevelt by a majority of 80. have been identified as the property
In Ohio than he did in Maryland,
counties. M., 20 miles south of Raton. Both en ing
colored.
249
Fannie
Miss
of
They
Jones,
245 out of the
'.east
no
other figTlhe Taft managers had
where he spoke only during one day. sion of the state legislature was in- tion of any civil governmenl prior to
the Jones hom". Chief interest centers in the question gines were overturned and two cars
ures, but said they wished to investi- were stolen from
His secretary, C. O. Hilles, announced terrupted by a murder and suicide. the successful termination of the war
on Saturday af- whether an attack will be made on were derailed. No passengers were
714
avenue,
Douglas
that Mr. Taft would return to Ohio The lawmakers heard two shots in has persistently been opposed by Oroa
gate the count more closely. All the
which Wil- hurt. The freight was on a siding
for a four or five daye' stay. He will the rotunda of the capitol building, co. In his telegram to Gomez, Orozco
other counties carried by Roosevelt ternoon. Miss Jones reported the the apparent landslide by
conventions. and the engine was sideswiped by the
of $3 from her i,ome to Chlet son won in Saturday's
theft
to
most of the prlcipal towns and and, running from the legislative declared that he would have been glad
400
1,500.
of
visit
him
gave
majorities
as Unofficial and incomplete returns in- engine of the passenger. Rounsley
cities not touched on the present trip. chambers, found a man waj latji-wa- to have had Vasquez Gomez come Into
The Roosevelt leaders said they of Police Ben Coles Saturday, but
would have was riding in the cab and was scald
identified standing over the the rebel zone and work with him In
and no mention had been made of the oth- dicate that his followers
were sure of Howard county
The Ohio campaign will wind up ont
sufficient ed to death.
Hena
vote
on
in
found
the controlling
the
er
goods
articles,
state
Malcolm Gillette, whom he the Interests of the revolution, but the
handwas
of
primavote
the
before
out
there
body
the
few
pointed
days
ly a
con- number of county conventions today
waa a
led by election officers appointed by derson were at first In na way
21, and from his home state had just shot and killed. Before they Gomez government! In Juarez
ries
May
of
,to assure him more 'than a majority
GenJones
the
countenance.
not
the
with
nected
could
he
wlU
robbery
his
turn
himcould
reach
the
thing
shot
he
With
the friends of President Taft.
slayer
the president probably
623 votes In the state conven-tlpn- .
eral Orozco continued southward towhich
New
in
gives
the
self
and
died
head
to
Jersey,
the three from Howard Roosevelt place. However, today Chlet Coles of the
attention
instantly.
fu Jsbd with a complete Us
Campaign managers of GoverNo motive for, the irime could be day.
would have GG delegates to the state
frar opinion of the presidential cand
w
not
do
Clark
and
were
nor
Harmon
which
Champ
of the stolen articles,
36
one week later. So far no in- learned"
for
with
convention
dates
rniur.orcc
in
compared
tihmv
concede defeat1 and promise vigorous
Jones
Matter
Miss
to
as
Declines
Discuss
Gomez
identified
property.
Taft.
vasions by the president of other
Gillette, who was 34 years old, was
contests today,
7. Emlllo Vasthe
of
leg
On
Mex.,
the
be
May
stealing
to
Juarez,
are
charge
no
ofMr. Hanna said he had received
for many years chief clerk In the
states in which primaries
The first county that reported today
Hen-- j
held have been planned.
fice of the surveyor general of Ari- quez Gomez admitted merely that he
evidence that warranted asking for gings from the Hedgcocg store
democratic
two
The
7.
Met
D. R. was Wilbarger.
Senate:
May
Washington,
sentenced
was
but
derson
by
Judge
zona and was well Known locally in waa exchanging telegrams with Oroz
a recount and let it be understood he
The president is resting today,
to the state convention vere at noon.
delegates
co today, but declined to discuss the
the
in
to
days
ninety
a
on
Murray
of
the
had no claims for Taft outside
republican politics.
tomorrow he starts north
dfor Clark. The one
now
Considered conference report on
will
the report of friction with the latter.
but
bejfnstructe
tomorJail,
county
late
Columbus
in
the
disA
he
felt
ends
doubts
the
man's
search
of
tour that
regarding
possible
pocket
"can delegate was instructed for Taft. Hervice pension bill.
The acceptance by Pascual Orozco Sr,
the
before
will
grand
jury
he
which
closed the fact that he was Finley
row night and on
result in Howard county. He expressthe! In the republican ranks Saturday's
Met at 11 a. m.
next
father of the rebel military chief, of
since
House:
the
at
session,
of
towns
in
14
ed the opinion, however, that the
Coffman, who came to Arizona for
speeches
make at least!
littlo more
convention
accomplished
to
a
of
other
Resumed
the
consideration
of
tothefts,
position in the Gomez cabinet, had
discovery
legisia
his health. He was interested In a
sizes. The president was said
president's friends would control the which
a semblance of authority to the
not guilty when than organization. The republicans tive, executive and judicial appropria all
he
given
pleaded
fad
the
not to be discouraged by
real estate transaction, which involv- Gomez
state convention. It is Impossible
day
252 votes in their stajte
to
are
entitled
Sat
government here. Develop
tion
bill.
the
for
leggings.
stealing
to make any clean cut division of the tried
that Colonel Roosevelt won out in the ed some dispute over titles and sur- ments today indicated that
nrdftv WAnrteron denied lmvinir stoi convention, according to Republican
though
commitAgricultural expenditure
state delegation because the primary
Maryland primaries. Mr. Taft spent veys. It is believed he was Insane. General Orozco had invited Gomez
and mon National Committeeman Cecil Lyon. tee resumed investigation of North
en
the
and
knives,
pocketbook
there
The man's name was signed to a across the line, he had not
tickets carried the delegates' names
only one day campaigning
&sib,e there wiU be no lepub- expected
to " is
Carolina swamp lands development was said to feel that he had done well, brief note
without designation to show their ey, claiming that they belonged
giving directions for the an immediate assumption of civil au
ncan
ccunr.es.
in
conventions
many
and
njm
will
his
of
party
Wednesday
begin investiga- although other members
disposal of his body. Other letters' thority by Gomez.
sympathies for one candidate or the
Returns from republican
tion of meat inspection service.
were
disappointed.
found in his pocket were addressed
counother and many of them are uncom
two
Ta8t
unnamed
save
,ions
President Taft, for the first time in to Ben Coffman, Bremen, Ky.; Nanmitted.
UNDERWOODSAYSBRYAN
Ready to Move Troops
several weeks, today cast aside the nie Coffman, Sacramento, and John
Roosevelt's
Colonel
supporters
Washington, May 7. The reported
cares of office and worries of the poli- Armstrong, Sacramento.
point out that delegates to the state
activity of Colonel Arthur Williams,
THE FACTS stood; one state convention vote in- WOMEN LEAD MOD OF
MISSTATED
votes
16
him
tical stump and enjoyed a Jay of rewill
insure
convention
structed for Wilson; one for Harmon
Eleventh infantry, in command at Port
creation and rest. A diversified proD. A. Russell, Wyoming, In rounding
and two for Clark. These were the
at Chicago and declare that the inSTRIKING MINERS gram had been mapped out for him, BOATS RUSH TO AID
structions that these delegates will DECLARES STATEMENT HE IS final figures from four northwest Texfreight cars for the transportation
up
official business having no place on
WORKING FOR HARMON I!
as counties.
of troops to the Texas border, Is saii
continue to vote for him until they
it.
ABSOLUTELY
FALSE.
at the war department to be due to
Evidence of a number of splits in
conscientiously believe he cannot be
FLOOD SUFFERERS nothing more than a laudable desire
la the morning the president held
republican county conventions appear- POLICE ARE CALLED UPON TO
nominated, are as binding as the inIN
QUELL DISTURBANCES
an Informal reception for his many
to have the troops in readiness to re
Washington, May 7. Oscar W. Un ed in the first returns received today.
structions imposed upon national
resiof
his
of
leader
PENNSYLVANIA).
made
derwood
period
The
six
state.
first
counties
friends
other
heard
Alabama,
during
majority
from
reported
any
spond to any call.
delegates
OF LIVES ARE IN
otli-o- r
dence here In the afternoon he oc HUNDREDS
It is pointed out that the troops
Only one other county, Garrett, re- of the house, today declared that his three split conventions. Of the
JEOPARDY AND ONLY HASTE
Scranton, Pa., May 7. Four hun cupied a box at the Cincinnati-Philadelphi- a
three conventions two insrtucted
from Fort D. A. Russell were nearmained in debate on the democratic presidential candidacy was not in the
WILL SAVE THEM.
dred men, women and children made
baseball game. In the evening
ly a fortnight on the way from that
count this afternoon and there the interest of Governor Harmon or any for Taft and one for Roosevelt
of
the
will
a
men
demonstration
attend
Mr.
Taft
opening
The
first
himself.
for
than
This
convention
if
other
candidate
today against
vote cannot change the result,
point to San Antonio during the mogoing
an
New Orleans, La., May 7. Unless bilization movement last
festival
music
on
Cincinnati
Dickwas
work
May
El
the
the
Roosevelt
at
Paso
now
where
Wil
engaged
statement
is
in
repair
to
as
a
was
for
of
county,
Clark,
this county goes
Bummer,
reply
custom of both him boats are hurried to remote sections owing entirely to Tack of railway
Indicated, he will have 81 delegates liam J. Brysn in a speech at QhiWi-coth- the instructions referred to him as son colliery here of the Delaware and while it is the
to Hudson company. Women led the at- self and Mrs. Taft to remain through of the floodswept country In Polnte cars,
and it is believed Colonel
Ohio, last night, that he had "one who will give protection
compared with 44 for Governor Wilmen were the musical season, he will be abu Coupee pariBh, it is feared hundreds Williams does not Intend to be plac
Pbjree
tacking party.
son and four for Governor Harmon, heard that he Underwood delegates Americans in foreign countries."
of persons will perish. Word was ed in that position again. The war
dark's majority in the state conven- chosen in Georgia and Florida were Seven democratic conventions have badly beaten before the police could to attend only on the opening night,
Ohio received in Morganza this morning
the
through
been
campaign
headr
from
political
in
Jie
rescue
them.
S3.
any
men.
theq
give
department's orders to this officer are
would
Harmon
be
in
tion on this basis
reality
convention: Wilson 21 votes;
necessitating the cutting short of his that great numbers of people still are similar to those given many other
Later estimates slightly reduced "It Is impossible for a man in
stay here Mrs. Taft, however, will marooned in the country sooth of post commandants more than two
Miners Stop a Train.
Roosevelt's popular majority on the lie life," said Mr. Underwood, "to Harmon 16; dark 2.
remain to the end of the festival.
16 counties gave the
Returns
from
the levee breach at Torraa. The lack months ago, namely, to have thei?
7.
Mount
Five
Carmel,
Pa.,
the
with
May
all
of
to
and
3,000
misrepresenstatewide preference
keep up
visitors of boats is a distressing , handicap. troops ready to meet any emergency.
the president's
instructed
in
votes
the hundred Idle miners, attended by a
Among
tations made about him, but I wish following
Clark's plurality over Wilson to
conven- sprinkling of women, stopped a Read- were Mrs. Ricketts sneii ana Mrs. Stories of terrible suffering
from It Is declared that there has been nt
Although the Taft forces claim to say that there is no warrant in forthcoming democratic state
the flood refugees reached here today. ohange in the Mexican situation.
tion:
Wilson
representing
(56; Harmon 30; Clark
Falconer,
Sarah
train
Alaska
railroad
near
shatt
Mr.
made
statement
for
fact
the
ing
control
the
of
will
by
personnel
they
and prevented carpenters,
firemen Twentieth Century club, two of Cin Hundreds of people firing in the
the state convention, Colonel Roose Bryan. I am making the race for the eight.
Returns
from
counnine
Battle at Ojinaga.
back coupfT of Louisiana received
men
other
and
from cinnati's most active suffragists.
republican
company handy
velt's friends declare they have no presidential nomination with honest
of just what type of no warning of the flood until the tor
inconventions
The
the
ty
question
gave
to
at
Texas,
Marfa,
mines.
following
William
work
the
secure
to
for
May 7. Telephone
it
and
arise
endeavor
this
trouble
from
going
myself
fear that
may
votes in the state conven- Watkins, a stable boss at the Rich women were interested, in the Ohio rent swept upon them. They tool messages from Presidio, Texas, resituation.
They point out that the my candidacy is not and never has structed
ards colliery, was badly nurt in the suffrage campaign was put to them refuge on house tops and In trees port an engagement at or near Ojinstate delegates elected are bound by been in the "interest of Mr. Harmon tion: Taft I; Roosevelt 2;
1; split i.
"red
melee. The office of Superintendent by the president with much Interest. and on rafts and now for several daj s aga, Mexico, between
the law to instruct the delegates to or any other candidate.
told him
they have been without adequate flaggers" and Mexican federals. No
Morgan Bevans at Alaska shaft wis The club representatives
"Georgia, Florida and Alabama dethe national convention for Roose
movement had prac- food and shelter from the heavy details are available.
partly wrecked. On the arrival of that in Ohio the
Wilson Wins a Point
velt, and they express confidence clared for me in a presidential priof support that rains.
sort
same
the
20 state po- - tically
that now the fight is over, the two mary election and tnls was the exWalte, Walla, Wash., May 7. Th6 Captain Robinson with
and in other
Calofirnia
in
had
it
Scores of refugees who were
factions Into which the contests dl pression of the desire of thousands presentation of majority and minority Jlep, the crowd dispersed.
won.
had
it
where
states
me
tne
PENSION BILL ACCEPTED
at
for
a
of honest voters
brought to Morgafza in the relief
vided the party will unite to place
polls
report b ythe credentials committee
not boats early today, say there are huncould
said
he
In
The
Shenandoah.
Peace
Colonel
man."
president
no
other
May 7. The report of
behind
for
Washington,
Roosevelt
and
any
on the seating of contesting delegadelegation
Pottsville, Pa., May 7 The trou properly give his views on the ques dreds more to be taken from thetr conferees of the two houses of conthat will remain faithful to him at
tions from King county preclpiated
No Interest In Mississippi.
this morning the first real clash be ble which it was feared might devel tion at this time because he did no; flood prisons. The majority of these gress on the general pension bill was
Chicago as long as he has a chance
of getting the nomination.
Jackson, Miss., May 7. A demo tween the Clark and Wilson forces of op today In Shenandoah and other wish to exploit any advantage whic. people lived so far back In the coun- agreed to by the senate today. The
towns near here, failed to materialize might accrue through seeking favot try that couriers did not reach them. bill will necessitate an average Inpri- the state democratic convention.
preference
preferential vote of the state as a cratic presidential
in
to
in
is
of
vote
After a session lasting nearly all and there was comparative quiet In with the women who form the suf Or in many Instances, If they were crease of appropriations of $22,000,000
progress
Mississippi
the states a mary
preferential
whole gives
Roosevelt a majority day. Only the names of Underwood nght the credentials commlrtto) vot- all sections, with the state police In frage movement, but he assured his warned, they scoffed at the advice to for the next five years. The greatest increase will occur next yeat
over Taft of less than 4,000. dark's and Wilson appear on the ballot ed, 20 to 14, to seat ihe delegation full control of the Sherandoah situ callers that is they wrote him after
when it will reach $25,000,000.
on
would
he
convention
from
voters.
is
Pour)
Page
the
the
in
There
ation.
selected
at
(Contalnued
republican
the city of Baltimore
apathy among
King county
the priplurality
s,

y
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11,-50-

unin-structe- d
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them. They have not asked me
whether 1 would or would not veto
a bill to regulate boxing contests
certainly would not be becoming
me to comment on proposed legisla
tion. The matter is wholly in the
hands of the legislature at present.
My viewpoint is the good of the state,
which may or may not differ from
my own personal ideas of prize fight
Emphasizes the Need of
tag."
EIGHT CASES ARE DECIDED BY
WILL NOT 8TATE WHAT 18 HIS
The governor predicted that
ACTION OF 8TATE-HIQHE8T
ATTITUDE TOWARD THE
the
before
people
would not be long
TRIBUNAL
TRIPP BILL.
would
them
Las
express
Vegas
of
selves definitely In the matter.
state
Santa Pe, N. ML May
attitude toward
"My
personal
court
afternoon
supreme
yesterday
prize fighting has not changed one "NE TEMERE" CSE IN COURT
handed down eight written opinions.
We? are prepared to supply that need with the
iota," said Qovertor W. C. McDon- Ottawa, Ont., May 7. The
MUST COMPLETE line o new and desirable
Chief Justice Roberts and Associate
ald upon his return from Las Vegas
toot wear in the city. AJ1 desirable leathers andlargest
the
right
fabrics
in the newest and most popular lasts in all
sorbing question concerning
where on Saturday ho met and con- of the Dominion parliament to pass Justices Hanna and Parker were on
sims and widths. Black, White or Tan in attractive lasts and best
qualities. Prices always the lowest.
bench.
the
Clerk
Court
Supreme
ferred with a number of prominent a federal marriage law came up for
O. Sena and Attorney General
Jose
Womens
Low
Shoes
to
$1.73
$4.50
citizens of the Meadow City concern- argument today before the supreme
Prank W. Clancy were present.
ing the Johnson-KI- ) nn fight, says the court of Canada. Heretofore the
"
"
Children
85c to $2.25
Case No. 1466, First National Bank
Santa Fe New Mexican.
provinces alone have legislated on of Elida, appellee, vs. The Hartford
The governors
attitude toward marriages.
The issue to be decided Pire Insurance
prise fighting was given out in as by the court Is the constitutionality was continued tocompany, appellant,
September term.
Interview some weeks ago and ap- of the Lancaster marriage bill now
Case No. 1450, the Jaoauez Ditch
The newest, best and most popular models in Black
peared In the New Mexican. At that pending in parliament, which pro- company,
appellants, va. Leo nor aGr- time the governor stated that he vides that every marriage ceremony
ofTan, either lace or button. CROSSETT
cia, et al., appelees, from San Juan
$4.00 to $5.00. DOUGLAS $3.50- would use every endeavor to stop the performed by any person authorized
county, was reversed and remanded.
proposed battle muHny use of any to perform, shall, everywhere In CanCase No 1453, First National Ex
La.3 Ves'Loadin Store
laws that mignt o enforced to that ada, be regarded as valid notwithchange Bank of Sandusky et al., ap- end.
"It still goe." Governor Mc- standing any difference In the religvs. D. B. Smith and Gertrude
Donald said.
ious faith of the contracting parties, W. Smith, appellants, was reversed
"To the ministers and others who and without regard to the religion of
and remanded.
have severely condemned those who the person performing the ceremony.
The following cases ewer affirmed:
are promoth ; th fight for Las Ve- The whole controversy was precipiEstablished 186
No. 1454, Charles F. Fowler, annel.
South SideHoja
gas," the governor added, "I frankly tated by the stand taken by the Rom- lee, vs. Continental
Casualty
company,
pointed out the error of assuming an Catholic church and upheld by the appellant.
that all the citizens in favor of the courts In certain of the provinces to
No. 1390, Department Store com
fight were hopelessly bad. I further the effect that a marriage of two pany, plaintiff in error, vs. Ranna.
advised that they appeal to the peo- Roman Catholics
by an authority out- Langenberg Hat company, defendant placed on the Rio Grande at Buckmn long run. Athletes have before this
ple of the state from another and side the church was Invalid.
and maintained by the office of state been given "jaga" of undiluted oxyin error.
and more reasonable standpoint
No. 1441, J. G. Daley et al vs. a engnleer for the purpose of collecting gen to stimulate them to outdistance
To neither of the factions interested
E. Fitzgerald, et al.
records on the flow of the Rio Grande their opponents. But The Journal of
A QUARTER CENTURY
did I say what my attitude would oe
Case No. 1433, Territory. annellee. at hat place has been received from the American Medical
asociation
Before the public. Over five million
toward legislation now pending.
shows thinsk that such oxygen-mad- e
vs. Richard C. Graves,
records
appellant, was the gauge observer. The sheet
away each year. The
given
samples
"I have never read In full the bill
constant and increasing sales from reset for May 15. No. 1469, the West in the last 30 days a remarkable rise will not for a moment stand in the
before the legislature and as I do not
ern College, appellee, vs. J. W. Turk and fall In the river discharge. The estimation of a true sportsman, besamples .proves the genuine merit
know in what form it will ue when it
Foot-Easof Allen's
the antiseptic nett, was reset for May 20. Case No lowest recorded was at midnight of cause they are not made under the
comes to me if it does come, I will
life
to
be
shaken
into the shoes 1440, T. W. Andrews, plaintiff in er- April 23, having a height of 3.3. Last conditions with which human
powder
i
not consent upon it at this time. It for corns, bunions, aching, swollen, ror, :s. Frank T- FYon.oh
Saturday when the sheet was remov:
must ordinarily cope. Besides, such
- - wmv..,
UO"
Ul.
j
Is quite evident that the promoters moist, tender feet. Sold everywhere fendants in error, was continued to the record indicated 7.1, or a rise in "sport" must inevitably
invite colthe last ten days of 3.8. This differ- lapse, ruined heart muscle and preat Las Vegas believe that the fight 25c. Sample FREE. Address, A. S. the short session.
ence in elevation considering the mature death.
will be held, that it will be of finan- Olmsted, LeRoy, N. M.
Murderer Lodged
Penitentiary
cial benefit to the city and will do
Sheriff Patricio Sanchez, of Mora. width of the river at that place means
waHOUND TRIP
no lasting harm to the state.
acompanied by his deputy, Manuel y an exceptionally large amount of
LUMBERMEN
CONVENTION
OF
ter
from
down.
The
record
A
coming
GOOD
MAGAZINE
"I did not go to Las Vegas to disMontoya,
lodged Abel Flores in the
Cincinnati, O., May 7. The annual
cuss the prize fight proposition, al- convention of the National Lumber penitentiary for the murder of Lucas now on will be considerably higher
Many improvements in the new
the next month.
though it did come up In the course Manufacturers' association
met in Vigil near Roy. Vigil had disappear during
Cartoons are to be seen in
magazine
TICKETS ON SALE MAY II TO I4T0, INC.,
Mining Company Incorporates
of my visit there. The citizens of the this city today with an attendance of ed and for a long time no trace was
the May number, especially in the
of
Articles
filed
were
incorporation
city met me at the train and wel- delegates representing the lumber found on him, until accidentally his
GOOD FOR RETURN UNTIL MAY 20TH.
reprowith the stat corporation commis presentation of more
comed me and I was pleased to meet trade in all sections of the country body was discovered in a well. The
recent: cartoons which are
of
ductions
Minsion
the
Trinidad
and
by
Miling
murder was caused by jealousy over
a woman who was the wife of neither, ing company of Red River, Taos especially meritorious, the number of
county. A general mining business is pages of the magazine being increasneither.
D. L. BATCHELOR,
A
Agent.
the object of the incorporators. The ed to make up the difference. PariOil Company Files Charter
is given as $3,000 divided into sian and other European caricature
capital
AN UNKNOWN
DeThe Mesa Seven Lakes Oil and
75 shareB worth $40 each fet par. Two ana art is given much space to advelopment company of Mesa City.
thousand dollars has been already sub- vantage. In the field of politics alone,
Maricopa county, Arizona, filed its
scribed
and on this sum the company which is but part of the magazine,
charter with the state corporation
will begin buslnese. The names of Cartoons Is collecting a wonderful
commission. The Arizona company
Now is the time to get rid of your
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
the incorporators all of whom live In record of the present great campaign.
wishes to establish an office at Galand
Portraits
biographical sketches rheumatism. You can do ;t by apply- Take LAXATIVE
BROMO
Colorado, and the amount of
Trinidad,
Quinine
lup, McKinley
county, under the
If
subscribed
stock
C. of Rogers, of the New York Herald, ing Chamberlain's Liniment and mas- Tablets.
refund
each
follows:
Druggists
by
money
G.
Shanklin. The comdiarge of L.
are saging the parts freely at each appli- it fails to cura E. W. GROVE'S si?
F. Wilson, ten shares; W. P. Dreher, and Fox, of the Chicago Post,
pany asserts in the application that it
other features.
nature is on each box. 25c.
cation. For. sale by all dealers.
eight
is capitalized at $20,000; 12,000 worth three shares; P. E. Wilson,
W.
J.
Benton, eight shares;
of the stock has been Issued and paid shares;
W. P. Plecksteiner, ten shares; A. J.
up. Kimball Pomeroy is the president
of the concern which intends to con- Panders, two shares; P. C. Nelson,
.7. O.
Douglas, six shares;
duct a general development and one share;
J. W. McNamara, one share; Robert
sales business.
Reynolds, one share; P. W. Reed is
Rio Grande is High
designated statutory agent
LtaM week's gauge sheet of the
Prisoners From Eddy County
and Lawrence automatic gauge
Sheriff M. C. Stewart, of Eddy
conuty .arrived yesterday with seven
pdisoners for the pentientiary. They
are a man named Wallace, convicted
of stealing a bicycle; a man named
Mendoza, convicted of larceny; Cabell
Crawford, convicted of kidnaping and
seduction; Francisco Dominguez, con
victed of assault; Crescilio Vala, con
For Fourteen Years. Restored victed on a similar charge; ,T. A. Jack-son- ,
convicted of larceny.
Pink-ham- 's
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OF
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SPECIALS

SUFFERED

FOR WEDNESDAY

EVERYTHING

White Muslin Skirts

To Health by Lydia E.

Children's White Dresses

Vegetable
Compound.
"After fourteen years of
Elgin,
suffering everything from female com
plaints, x am at last

f

OXYGEN

INTOXICATION

111.

J.

It was recently asked if the author!
ties in charge of the Olympian games
the
"I employed
best doctors and this year, to be held In Stockholm,
even went to the would permit the competitors to carry
hospital for treat oxygen bags to take whiffs from while
ment and was told they run; it was contended and this
there was no help for
so meninet a scientist as Sir Ed
me. But while tak- by
win
Ray Lankeater that "as oxygen
's
ing Lydia E.
not a drug, but as natural an
is
gas
Vegetable
Compound I began article of consumption as water, there
to imnrove and I seems to be no reason why the runcontinued its use until I was made well. " ner should be
disqualified from re-- Mrs. Henry L eise
berg, 743 Adams St freshing himself with it, as he may
feel it my
Kearneysville, W. Va.-- "I
with water or soup." Oxygen gas is
duty to write and say what Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has a drug in the sense that it has value
done for me. I suffered from female in cases of impaired respiration, such
weakness and at times felt so miserable as comas and lobar pneumonia OthI could hardly endure being on my feet erwise pure oxygen is as harmful as
"After taking Lydia E. Pinkham's any stimulant, for the stimulation Is
Vegetable Compound and following your
special directions, my trouble is gone. followed by depression. Frequent inWords fail to express my thankfulness. toxication by this means must inevitI recommend your medicine to all my ably exhaust the vitality and shorten
friends. " Mrs. G. B. WanTiNGTON.
life. Nor It Is true that "pure oxygen
The above are only two of the thou- Is as natural an article of consumpsands of grateful letters which are contion as water." Oxygen is safe for
stantly being received by the Pinkham those in health
only In its mixture as
Medicine Company of Lynn, Mass. .which
with several parts of
air,
show clearly what great
atmospheric
things Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound does nitrogen. This is the only suitable
for those who suffer from woman's ills. form of oxygen inhalation for normal
L y1? JL'I, sPdl adTlce write to Individuals the form to which human
E. Pinkham Medicine Co.
and all other life has during the ages
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a become adapted. Meddling with Nawoman and held la strict confidence. ture Is bound to be disastrous in the

f

restored

to health.

Pink-ham-

SCENE FROM "THE BARRIER,"

DUNCAN

OPERA HOUSE TOMORROW

EVENING

With the admission of Arizona into
the sisterhood of states, there remains only one place on the continent
belonging to the United States which
Is still designated at territory and that
Is Alaska, the yet only partly known
and little developed TCI Dorado of the
north land.
Yet ita poseiblities are boundless,
rich as It is in the precious metals
and all other things which brig comfort and luxury to mankind.
For what we do know of it, thanks
is due in a great measure to Rex
Beach, whose novel "The Barrier,"
has done more perhaps than any other work to acquaint Americans with
their own wonderland of the north.
The book has been so wjdly read

and Its popularity is so great that Eugene Presbery, the dramatist, put it
in play form and two companies are
now touring the country presenting

this strong, heart gripping story of
this "land of gold" to delightful audiences whioh nightly crowd the theaters fortunate enough to present this
amazingly popular attraction.
Coming as it does with the unqualified approval of the New York Press,
where it ran for an entire season, it
is small wonder that the advance
sale Is heavy, and it Is a foregone
conclusion that this stirring story of
"The Last West" will be greeted by
an immense audience when it Is pre
sented here at the Duncan theater on
Wednesday, May 8N.
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YARDS SILKOLINE 15c QUALITY

RED PERCALE 15c QUALITY
AMOSKEAG SHIRTING 15c QUALITY

CELLERS DRY GOODS STORE
The Store That Sells for Less

90c
90c
90c
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What's The Matter
With Your Baby?

PEOPLE

ARE CHANGING

DIRECTORY
LY

MAKERS

EVERYBODY

8AY NEARWINDY

IN

CITY HAS MOVED.
Chicago,

May 7.

Directory makers

by the changes ot
address this spring and not only in

are overwhelmed

Chicago where every seventh person
shifted to another number jbut 'n
nearly every town and city lor whicn
directors are published. The enormous business for the van men has
inrolved serious perplexities for many
other lines of business not excepting
the merchant with open accounts on
his ledger. The telephone company
had over 30,000 "move orders" to attend to a large number of which were
fa downtown skyscrapers,
however,
which are all wired for new connections on short notice. The most unique event was the moving of the
aegira of Chinese from South Clark
street to Archer avenue and West
street. This removal unTwenty-firs- t
some
remarkable oriental relearthed
ics and was the occasion for the
to a veteran detective who
has served in the Chinese district
for many years with a diamond star
from
the Chinese merchants cf
whose interests he had been watchful. The directory changes of Edsor,
In western Canada, were noted as another unique feature of the demands
upon directory workers. The town
has only been in existence two yearn
and yet the reports for 1911 showed
the value of new buildings $486,0
The tabloid record was as followc:
"August, 1910, population 15. Stoel
for the Grand Trunk Pacific railway
arrived. Village incorporated 1911,
New site of car and machine shops
f mountain division "of the G. T, P.
Distributing point to Grand Prairie
and Peace River districts, also Bra-zeacoal mines. Cement company
sliding $500,000 plant. Pour tarae
coal companies ready to ship fuel
Saw mills operating
July of 1912.
with capacity of 150,000 feet per day.
waterConstruction brick, school,
works, electric lights, sewers; own
hall, cement sidewalks, public hall
and opera house.' In Chicago own
ers of flat buildings are hoping to
induce tenants to do part of their
moving October 1 by means of which
plan they would be held through the
spring and summer months. The estimates show that approximately 332,-81people changed location in Chicago this spring.
Sent Diamonds to the Laundry
Sending diamonds to the laundry
is the startling innovation of a
woman who thereby wins honors from the woman who sent mere
currency to the cleaner. It was a
mistake of course, but laundrymen
say they receive some mighty astonishing goods, particularly from the
The woman whose diamonds
hotejl's.
were laundered had abandoned the
stocking bank for one in the sleeve
of her nightgown and had carefully
stowed away, her diamond rings and
$400 in currency, all of Which went
through soak. Frantic calls for valuables and lost garments are common,
however, and promptness sometimes
rescues the treasures from the suds.
Some laundries that usually fail to
discover the collars and cuffs that
are short can dig up the curios with
.

u

0

Cni-cag- o

The loudness of its crying does not
necessarily indicate the seriousness
of its trouble. It may have nothing
more the matter with It than a headache or a feeling of general dullness.
It cannot, of course, describe Its feelings, but as a preliminary measure
you are safe In trying a mild laxative.
Nine times out of ten, you will find
It is all the child needs, for its restlessness and jwevishness are perhaps due to obstruction of the, bowels, and once that has been remedied
the headache, the sluggishness and
the many other evidences of constiquickly
pation and indigestion will
disappear.
Don't give the little one salts, cathartic pills or nasty waters, for these
will act as purgatives, and they are
too strong for a child. In the families
of Mrs. S. S. Slaughter, 1325 Spruce
success. But laundries are not the
only recipients of peculiar bundles
one dry cleaner was asked to clean
and press a greenback which had displeased the eye of some fastidious
person. Another was urged to clean
and return promptly a very lively
And
the white rabbits
monkey.
which were presented tor laundry-man'- s
attention will remain famous
when the diamonds are forgot.
To Prevent Flood Damage
The needs of 200,000 persons made
homeless and destitute by floods will
be urged as ample reason for the preventive measure of Senator
ln his recent amendment to the
rivers and harbors bill, appropriating
$5,000,000 a year for the control and
regulation of the Mississippi river
and its tributaries, and $50,000,000 a
year after the completion of the Panama canal. It Is the contention of
the advocates of this measure that If
it Is passed and put into effect the
Mississippi and tributaries can ,be
controlled and the government may
not again be called upon to feed and
care for thousands of victims of the
action of the rivers as in the present
case. This amendment is substantially the resolution adopted by the
national drainage congress at New
Orleans, April 12. First vice President Edmund T. Perkins of Chicago
is
with President David
R. Francis of St Louis, of the congress, Vice President E. J. Watson
of Columbia, S. C, Vice President
Barnard Baker of Maryland, and
Vice President Edward
Wlsner of
New Orleans, ln the work of getting
a large and strong delegation from
all parts of the country to urge the
pasage of this or similar legislation
in the interests of humanity and to
prevent the reptition of the appalling flood destruction of life and prop
erty of the last two months.
To Teach Sex Hygiene
A sequel to the war on the white
slave traffic and the report of the
Chicago vice commission is the de
clsion of the Chicago board of edu
cation to teach sex hygiene, not U
the schools, but to parents at meetings in the public school halls. An
appropriation for this purpose was
made. This is one of the lines of activity urged by the American Vigilance association which has taken up
nationally the protective, educational
and legislative efforts begun some
three years ago by United States Dis
New-land-
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AT RED CROSS
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baum ot Houston, Tex. Mr. Roe, in
a statement ln "Vigilance," the official publication, said: "The executive
board is not complete and there are
yet to be organized state committees, advisory boards and the like.
The new association proposes to carry on tiie good work of the National
Vigilance committee, che American
Purity alliance, various state and city
committees and societies which have
been amalgamated Into tils new organization. It will act as sort of a
clearing house for all societies and
committees which ate directing their
energies against the traffic in girls
and women."
OF SOUTH'S PROBLEMS.
Nashville, Tenn., May 7. Several
hundred delegates representing 16
southern states, all men of earnest
thought and devoted to the best interests of their country, assembled
in Nashville today for a southern so
ciological conference. Governor Hoop
er of Tennessee issued the call for
gathering and, stated the object
to be the study and discussion of nu- -'
merous social problems peculiar to
the south. During the several days
that the sessions will continue attention will be given to every
form of social endeavor charity,
correction, religion, fraternal organ!-zttlonthe press, libraries, schools
and public health. Many well known
speakers, Including the governors of
several states, have accepted Invitations to address the gathering.
STUDY

HUNDRED

YEARS OF AGE

Washington, May 7. The one hundredth anniversary of the establishment of the general land office was
celebrated with exercises this afternoon in Continental Memorial hall.
Secretary Fisher of the Interior department presided and Frederick Dennett, commissioner of the land office
was one of the speakers.

.

nrrntna In atlaniianAd
are many men and women distinguished for their eminent work n
the service of the Red Cross in their
I.

Hn

countr'es. The United
respective
States delegation Includes the Hon.
ot comsecretarv
Charles Nagle,
merce and labor; Brigadier General
George H. Torney, U. S. A.; Surgeon
General Charles F. Stokes, U. S. N
and Miss Mabel T. Boardman of the
executive committee of ths American
National Red Cross and Major General George W. Davis, chairman of
the central committee.
Germany Is represented by S. L
Bernheimer, a member of the expert
commission of the German Red
Cross; Prof. Pannwltz, Baron von
Pfuehl, president of the German Red
Cross organization and a distinguished cavalry general, and Prof. Kim- mel. Among the Austrian delegates
are Dr. Maurice Victor Sllbermark,
chief surgeon of the Austrian Red
Sllbermark
Cross, and Dr. Yetta
Reisslg, the most distinguished wo-thman surgeon of Austria, who Intends
to make a study of sanitary Institu
Hons for women in this country.
e

no n Vioq
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Are You a Woman 9
TAKE

UARDUI
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The Woman's Tonic 1

The highest point of woman's hap-pines is reached only through moth-- 1
erhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-be Is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering Incl-deto its consummation.
But for
nature's ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and ln Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
It is an emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which act with beneficial and soothing effect on those portions of the
It is intended to
system involved.
prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, the suffer-in- g
through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother ln the
comfort it affords before, and the helpful restoration to health and strength
it brings about after baby comes.
Mother's Friend
is for sale at

BE OBSERVED

IN STATE

1

well's Syrup-PepsiIt has been
found to answer most perfectly all
THE SOCIETY
BIG MEETING OF
the purposes of a laxative, and Its
IN CITY OF
BEGIN8
TODAY
very mildness and freedom from gripWASHINGTON.
ing j commend It especially for the
use of children, women, and old folks
generally people who need a gent'c
Washington, D. C, May 7. Every
bowel stimulant. Thousands of Amer- - civilized country of the globe is rep- ican families have been enthusiastic resented by delegates at the ninth
about it for more than a quarter cf j international Red Cross conference
a century.
v, ..
j, opened its session here today
Anyone wishing to make a trial of ln tne
Union building,
this remedy before buying it In the The conferenoej in connection with
regular way of a druggist at fifty wnicn a nlghiy interesting exhibition
cents or one dollar a large bottle j of Red Cr0g8 metnod8 and appliances
(family size) can have a sample bot-jneM wm remaln ,n 8e8glon untll
tie sent to the home free of charge May 17i inclusive and promises to be
by simply addressing Dr. W. B. Cald- the most successful and important
well, 405 Washington, St, Montlcello, ever held. The conference will hold
111.
Your name and address on a general and departmental sessions at
Union building
the
postal will do.
and for all these meetings and Con
ferences elaborate programs have
trict Attorney Edwin W. Sims, As- been prepared, embracing practically
sistant States Attorney Clifford G. every subject bearing upon the activ
Roe and others of a committee. Mr. ities in war and peace of the inter
Roe is now executive secretary and national Red Cross organization. On
general counsel for the association tne c08ing day of the conference,
whose executive committee includes FrldaVi May 17 preBident Taft, who
Clifford W. Barnes, chairman; John is the honorary oresident of the
G. Shedd, Julius Rosenwald, Henry American National Red
Cross, and
P. Crowell, A. C. Bartlett and Jane Mrs. Taft will entertain the foreign
Addams, all of Chicago; Grace H. delegates and other distinguished at
Dodge arid James Bronson Reynolds, tendants at the White House. Should
of New York; Dr. A. Edward Janney ,he weather ,)ermIt a garden party in
of Baltimore; Wallace Simmons, or honor of tne visltors will be given ln
St. Louis; Charles Bentley, of San-- ! tne
wh,t(J jj0use grounds.
T .1 n
1 i Tl
n
PpnnioArt

MOTHER'S DAY TO
1

CONFERENCE

ut

stores.
drug
Write for our

ptrfiii

free book for
expectant mothers which contains much valuable
information, and many suggestions of
a helpful nature.
BKADFIELD

REGULATOR

CO.. AtlwU.

G.

erected, promises to be unusua'ly
attractive. Here dally a program of
attractive. Here dally a program ot
Red Cross activities is to be demonstrated. Methods of transporting the
wounded from the battlefield and the
injured from the scene of some accident will be demonstrated, also the
various methods of bringing first aid
and relief to sick and wounded. One
of the two "first aid carB'' of the
American
Red
Cross
has been
brought to Washington and will be
shown in activity at the open air exhibition. The outdoor exhibit will
also Include demonstrations of new
Inventions in the line of safety devices and a field hospital In full operation, with a large corps of ambulance men, surgeons and nurses.

governor Mcdonald issues
proclamation naming
next sunday.

THE

1912,

c. Mcdonald.

wtlliam

Governor William C. McDonald has
Issued the following proclamation
setting aside next Sunday as Mother's Day:
MOTHER'S DAY
A Proclamation By the Governor.
In 1910 a number of states in the
Union for the first time set aside a
day in honor of Mothers The idea
has since grown and there is today
among the best element of the population a universal call for this public tribute to mothers.
No custom
of a higher sentimental value to a
community can be fostered. Good
mothers are the greatest and surest
factors ln the moral upbuilding and
permanent welfare of a people. It
Is therefore proper that we establish
some custom whereby we may give
expression to the love, esteem and
veneration that every hlghmlnded
man and woman mttt necessarily
feel for a worthy mother;
Therefore, I, William C. McDonald,
governor of the state of New Mexico.

Attest:
ANTONIO

LUCERO,
Secretary of State.

MUSIC FESTIVAL.
Cincinnati, O., May 7. Music lovers from far and near, the President
and Mrs. Taft among the number,
arrived in this city today to attend
the annual Cincinnati music festival.
The festival has its opening tonight
and will continue through the remainder of the week. The program
is one of rare excellence. The works
to be performed include MendelsFrank's
sohn's "Elijah,"
Caesar
"The
Beatitudes,"
"The New Life" the Berlioe "Requiem" and scenes from "The
CINCINNATI

WoIf-Ferrar- t"

Mels-terslng-

Mme. Gadskl, Mme.
Bonci, RIcardo Martin,

Ellison Van Hoose and other famous
soloists will appear, assisted by the
Theodore Thomas orchestra and the
festival chorus.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WEBER

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK

OKLAHOMA FIREMEN'S TOURNEY
Sapulpa, Okla., May 7. The Oklaho-

ma State Firemen's association began
its annual meeting and tournament
here today. The gathering will continue until Thursday ntght. Fire fighters from all parts of the state are
here to take part In the business sessions and to participate in the priza
contests.

Sunday, May
as Mother's Day, and respec.
fully suggest that citizen of New
Mexico on that day pay a special
tribute of gratitude to Mothers; that
white carnations be worn ln their
honor and memory. If living bestow
opon her some act of devotion; if
she has passed away, recall what she
suffered and sacrificed for yonr welfare.
Done at the executive Office this
the 3rd day of May, A D. 111
and the great
Witness my hand
seal of the state of New Mexico.
do hereby designate
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the department of the army; Surgeon
Major E. Inouye and Baron T. Ozawa,
one of the oldest and most distinguished promoters of Red Cross work
in Japan.
The list of distinguished delegates
also includes Sir Frederick Treves of
Great Britain; Prof. Manteuffel, of
Russia; Gustave Adler of Switzerland; Dr. Ferrlere of Switzerland;
(General Vermoloff of Russia; Lieutenant Cheane of the Siamese army,
and numerous others.
The exhibition held ln connection
with the conference promises to be
one of the most Interesting and attractive features.
Major- - Charles
of
the
Medical
Lynch
Corps of the
United States army, is in charge ot
the exhibition, which is divided Into
two branches. The indoor exhibition
Is held in a large
build
ing of 17,400 feet of floor space,
which is located a short distance
from the
Union build
ing, where the conference meets. The
indoor exhibition Comprises a remark
ably complete and interesting display
of appliances, materials, instruments,
etc., used in the work of the Red
Cross in war as well as In peace. It
is divided into two parts. One part
includes the exhibition of methods,
appliances and inventions for relieving the sufferings of wounded and
sick soldiers, entered ln the Marie
Feodomna competition; the other
part comprises the general International exhibit of Red Cross activities
and appliances. Valuable cash prizes
are offered In both parts of the exhibition. The prizes In the first mentioned department are derived from
the interest on the fund established
for that purpose by the Dowager empress of Russia. In addition to the
cash prizes in the general exhibit
medals of special design will be
awarded to meritorious exhibitors.
The open air exhibit, which Is to
be held daily west of the Monument
where a grand stand for
grounds,
convenient
observation has been
cross-shape-

!

7, 1912.

NOTABLESGATHER

The young mother and many an St. Pueblo, Colo., and Mrs. Ida A. Brla-ker- ,
755 So. Grant St, Denver, Colo.,
old one, too is often puzzled to know
the cause of her child's ill nature. the only laxative given Is Dr. Cald-

HOMES

MAY

d

SELIG'S SUBLIME MASTERPIECE

Cinderella"

IN THREE REELS, wllh PICTtiKEDOM'S GREATEST

ST A ft

MISS MABEL TALIAFERRO
THE DAINTY, DIMINUTIVE INTERNATIONAL

IDOL

,'Ttlf' Production Beautiful, pronounced by press and critics everywhere as
ol Moving PIctnre History. Rich, costly, and gorgeous, this product.oniTon"
Triumph
of indescribable pictorial magnificence
There are ninety-nin- e
or over 3 000 t, of
elaborate settings, superb costumes, perfect photography, wonderfulscenes,
effects, and the'actidn is
incomparable in its dramatic elegance, The story .s beyond doubt the sweetest ever
Of Cinderella and her silver slijper
the story that is ever dear to the hearts of old and
young alike!

Don' I Fall to

S'e This

THE

Wonderful Picture

Bring the Children

BROWNE

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY MAY
Admission Adults 15c, Children 10c
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tkm and he reseated Mr. Barth'i remark a intimating mat the land
commissioner, elected by the people,
could not be trusted.
A humorous bit of legislation in
the senate was the introduction of a
bill by Senator Walton to change
the name of Whiskey Creek near surer City to Rio de Arena. Mr. Walton
was the center of considerable
weet,
I drop a God sent tear.
Jesting at the hands of the other senators. Senator Barth oelieved the bill
was unconstitutional because he bad
his
strenuosness,
for
him
loved
We
been informed there was no whiskej
His hate of false pretense,
in the creek. Another senator said
Simplicity and tenderness,
that, on the contrary, he had heard
And manly self defense.
The men he cartooned loved him best, the creek was always dry. Mr. Walton said the bill was drawn on a peThey recognized the spark,
tition from citizens of Silver City,
Like Teddy In the woolly west.
who declared that the name was a
And "Hanna's f Mark."
liber on their fair town.
The house went into session this
He loved od s people everywhere,
afternoon at 2 o'clock. The senate
Observed the golden rule,
He learned his lessons on the square. Is also in session this afternoon. Numerous bills were Introduced and con
In nature's classic school.
sidered by both bodies.
And 1 a broncho, wayward stray,
can
I
all
do,
that
'Tis
To send my heart rn thUybouq.ut, s"?
And moist with heaven s brew.
BOATS RUSH TO AID
HOMER CALVIN

DAVENPORT.

"Last we forget, ' Manilla Bar,
The TruaL '
Their Monument
1
crude
little
bouquet,
this
place
Above nil sacred dut
And for the tneu U who loved him
beet.
Who cannot gather here,
From north and sou'h from east and

MARYLAND GIVES

MAY

7,

HER

1912.

MAY COURT TERM

FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

AT YOUR DOOR

VOTE TO COLONEL

PROBABLY WILL
(Continued From Page One)

BE SHORT

have a chance of getting the
Taft Claim Four Votes.
Washington, May 7. Director Mc- Kinley of President Taft'a campaign,
in a statement today on the Maryland
primary results, said:
"Under the rules and regulations of
the republican party, as announced
by the republican national committee, President Taft is entitled to and
will receive four of the 16 votes from
Maryland in the national convention."
Mr. McKinley explained that tht
call of the republican national com
mittee issued here last December
provided rules under which delegate
should be .chosen, containing a clause
that "in no state shall an election
be so held as to prevent the delegates
from any congressional district and
being selected hy
the4jr alternates
the republican electors of that district." On the strength of this rule
and in returns of the First and Fifth
Mr. McKinley
Maryland districts,
of
four
Maryland's delegates
says,
will go to President Taft.

LACK
ING

CRIME DUR
OF SERIOUS
PAST YEAR IS SOURCE
OF GRATIFICATION.

Owing to the fact that San Miguel
codnty has been law abiding to a
OVERLAND MODEL 59 R
commendable degree during the past
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
several months, the coming term of
Daily, by Carrier:
the district court, which will begin
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
.06
I
Per Copy
on
not
Monday, May 20, is
expected
18
One Week
show you.
to be particularly long nor busy. The
5
One Month
grand jury which will sit during the
7.50
One Year
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
term will be called upon to consider
Dally by Mali
30
cases.
about
these
of
Many
16.00
only
One Tear
are not of a particularly serious na300
Biz Month
Ph jne Main 344.
Whalen, & Fowter Pr6p
ture.
In
term
court
As
November
of
the
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
practically cleaned up the criminal
GROWER
docket only a few cases remain to
2.00
One Tear
J. W. CRAWFORD,
be heard. These will be set for the
1.00
Six Month
"Captain Jack."
FLOOD
first few days of the term, after
SUFFERERS
in
the
friends
fOaah In Advance for Mail Subscrip For his pards and
which those persons Indicted by the
1912.
3,
west.
May
tions)
grand Jury will be arraigned. DoubtRemit by draft, check or money
(Continued from Page One)
less many will choose to go to trial
f
ader. If sent otherwise we will not
at the approaching term, while othHe responsible for lose.
leave. 'The levees alwayB have he'd,'
ers will plead guilty. District AttorPEACE DAY
Specimen copies free on applica- they argued. "Why should they not
ney Charles W. G. Ward says that
laa.
hold now?''
several prisoners now in the county
IN SESSION AT HUTCHINSON
INGERSOLL
$1.00
One family brought to Morgaza last
Hutchinson, Kan., May 7. Nearly jail expect to avail themselves of the
Peace Day is May 18. It is obAT
ITA PAPERS DISCONTINUED
INGERSOLL
JUNIOR
has been for days without sufnight
3,000 visitors reported here today at provision of the new state constitu
served annually by the schools of all
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
MIDGET
$2.1
ficient food. When the flood came,
the opening of the annual convention tion which allows them to plead gull
nations. Suitable exercises are easily the
PAID FOR.
head of the house rushed up- of the Kansas
(Waltham)
EQUITY
Sunday School asso- ty before their cases are brought bearranged, including hymns of peace, stairs with two
small children and ciation. The meeting will continue fore the grand Jury, it is expected
from
standard
and
writers,
are
the
Advertisers
quotations
guaranteed
held them on a mantel ail night to three
Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
days and will have as speakers that these persons will be taken this
largest dally and weekly circulation pictures of heroes of peace.
them
above
keep
the
rapidly rising Mrs. Mary Foster Bryner of Chicago, week before Judge Daviu J. Leahy to
A peace flag is made by sewing a
Employees on monthly installments
of any newspaper in Northwestern
water. At daylight the entire family Dr. Warren H. Wilson of New York, make their
wide white border around a national
New Mexico.
pleas. The provision of
. flag.
Each nation makes its own took to the roof. They had Just Dr. Charles S. Medbury of Des Moines the constitution allowing prisoners to
i
TELEPHONES
before the- grand
peace flag from its national flag and enough food to ward off near starva- and several other Sunday school waive a hearing
BUSINESS OFFICE
workers of national reputation.
Main 2 white, which is the symbol of peace. tion until the boats reached them
jury greatly expedites the work of
Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
The levee above Morganza is lmed
Main 9 The use of the peace flag in schools
NEWS DEPARTMENT
the courts and is a great saving to
with
people and their belongings TEXAS HAS WOMEN BANKERS the people of the various counties.
teaches the new patriotism, loyalty to
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
San Antonio, Tex., May 7. Many
the Ideals of peace and good citizen waiting to be taken to concentration
the
Ward
District
says
Attorney
1912.
TUESDAY, MAY 7,
camps. About 500 were removed last representative bankers and business bureau of Immigration, in issuing staship.
War costs too much. Many people night to New Roads, where they men from all parts of the state, to- tistics should be careful to note that
pay direct taxes, and all people pay were fed, then transferred to Baton gether with more than a score of wo- indictments for murder do not necesTwo hundred negroes near men who are engaged in the banking
indirect taxes. So all the people, poor (Rouge.
sarily mean that murders have been
as well as rich, women as well as Batchelor were brought here early business, met in this city today for committed. The
bureau asserted that
men, and child laborers also, help to today on a government barge. They the annual convention of the Texas San
Miguel county was the sctne of
Bankers' association. The business
pay for soldidr,
land later were sent to New Roads.
bafltleahips
two murders, during the last year.
sessions will continue until Thursday
71
1910
In
Citizens
in
powder.
the
disper oent of the
fact is that no murder has been
The
will
be devoted to the discussion
national income was spernti for war tricts of New Orleans were cheered and
in the county for nearly
committed
To any one paying cash or settling in full
purposes, leaving less than 30 per today by a bulletin Issued by the of a wide range of topics relating to two
Two indictments were reyears.
cent for all other government expens weather bureau which lowered its banking and finance.
well known Rogers
every 30 days, we will give
turned, however. After an investigaes.
previous estimate of the maximum
on
exhibition in our wintion by the district attorney it was
Triple Plate Silverwafe
WOOL MARKET SLOW
une uatuesnip costs as mucn as flood stage that the Crescent
not
men
indicted
had
that
the
found
City
dow. See back of sale slips for basis of drawing.
Boston, May 7. Transaction in doany one of our largest universities, must fight. The army of men workSIMPLICITY AT
committed crimes. One accidentally
narrow
wool
continue
mestic
once and become a regular customer
along
land, buildings and equipment. The ing to strengthen the dikes will not
Commence
coulines and in small lots. Interest cen- shot his wife. Neighbors of the
average life of a battleship is 12 years cease their vigilance, however.
line of
in
you
and secure
ple asserted that the shooting was
Each time one of the big guns is firThe maximum stage forecast for ters almost wholly in the new clip not intentional and that the woman,
The action of the students of the
as
sell
will
We
cheap as or
you goods
and in the marked advance in prices
ed the shot costs more than the aver- Baton
goeds FREE.
Rouge and the intervening citKansas and Missouri state universities
huson
her
declared
her
deathbed,
west.
sold
in
we
the
Where early clips
our competitors. Give us
to making even their most important age salary paid to school teachers In ies was raised In the bulletin. The
cheaper
at 18 cents growers now are reported band had not intended to Kill her.
the United States for one year.
to
customer.
e
hold
social functions more informal, and
fight
the
levees to be asking 19 cents for territory The man never attempted to run
you for a steady
Since 1900 over 60 additional Inter- can not be
relaxed. Fifty wjiite per stock. Some of
especially avoiding the vain show that national
remained
and
cared
for
the
but
away,
fine
terri
last
year's
disputes have ben settled by sons quartered at Batchelor will
lias been held up as a criticism
be tory staple is selling In small lots at woman until her death.
arbitration.
here
brought
against them. Is to be commended,
today. The work of 63 to 65 cents.
The other indictment was returned
Medium
It has been carefully figured out
territory
says the Kansas City Journal. There
capping the Morganza levee Is about fleeces are firm, 26 to 27 cents being against a man who killed a youth
that
the
amount spent for war in any
eeems to be a tendency all over the
one year Is about $8 for each person. completed and now the engineers be quoted for one quarter blood. Pulled whom he found with h's wife while
lieve the dike will hold. The water wool is dull.
uourury in school circle toward that
the husband was supposedly away
'
The war funds, if divided among all
in Morganza from the Torras break
almpllclty and absence of ostentation the
home. It was founu, after hearfrom
would
people,
give to each man, has
which best comport with the underlyspread over the entire town.
STRIKE STILL CONTINUES
woman and child, $8.
ing the evidence, that the killing
ing democracy of the public school
Chicago, May 7. Perisable freight was done under
justifiable circumOr reckon it the other way. Each
system.
Rescue Boat Is Smashed.
moved ylth little trouble today stances, the husband and the intrud
was
or
Tliat parents who are able to dress person must give up $8 in money
Morganza, La.. May 7. AH night by the railroads against which the er having engaged In a fight, making
to make up the war fund. He
'heir children richly and allow them labor,
rescue parties worked in the in freight handlers declared a strike and the fatal wounding of the younger
long
cant' refuse and say he doesn't belarge sums foV their school expenses lieve In war
undated country west of Morganza an attempt was made to handle as man an act committed practically in
funds
the
government
have a right to indulge them in these
They were able to reach only 60 peo much a9 possible of the regular bust self defense.
takes the $ directly or Indirectly.
particulars la not denied, but the
Grand juries always hear all the
Or try It this way. Count up how ple. One flat boat, in tow of a gaso nes at the several freight houses. No
good taste of such an attitude, when
a settlement evidence against a suspected crimi
much the city you live in is paying line launch, was smashed, but its oc steps look nigtowards
It means needless humiliation to the this
was apparent.
nal. If the evidence is sufficiently
year for war expenses. Multiply cupants were rescued.
less fortunate, to say nothing of the
$8 by the population. Are there 5,000
strong he is indicted and the evi
harmful Influence upon the pampered
EDDY WILL STANDS
in your city? 5,000 times 8 NORTH CAROLINA CLUB WOMEN.
dence in his favor is brought out in
people
ones themselves, may be seriously
Concord, N. H., May 7. The clause
Is $40,000.
Winston-Salewould buy public
That
his trial. It Is for this reason that
7.
N.
Mar
C,
of the will of Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy,
questioned. The gratifying feature of
would last a gen Winston-SaleIndictments are often returned for
that
Improvements
is today teeming with founder of the Christian
ihe reform that appears to have set eration. And
Science
anotner $40, women from all over North Carolina,
next
various offenses, the grand jury not
year
"la Is that It la voluntary on the part 000
church, bequeathing the residue of
would be useful. And every year, who have come to
able to consider th evidence
the
in
participate
here
State, valued at about $2,000,000 being
expensivt another.
f those able to afford
of the accused persons.
favor
in.
annual
convention
of the State Fede- to the first Church of Christ, Scientist,
thinsta and all the reports agree that
When will peace come?
of
ration
Women's
clubs.
Today's of Boston, creates a "valid trust" in
the experiment has thus far been a On the day that we refuse to pay
program called for meetings of the the opinion of the supreme court of Last Will and Testament of J vv
complete sucesa. The pleasure of the for war.
state council and board of directors, New Hampshire, announced today.
Corderman, Decease
social functions has been enhanced by AMERICAN HUMANE EDUCATION
followed
of New Mexico, County of San
formal
the
State
of
Patent Vici Kid and Gun
by
the
The
opening
court
holds that the "residuary
the lack of unnecessary display and
SOCIETY.
this
The
Miguel.
gathering
clause
evening.
is
not
a
to
meeting
a
church
but
which
consideration
gift
by the kindly
Metal Oxfords
will conclude with the election of of a gift for religious purposes sustain- Office of the Probate Clerk, County
prompts the reform. The public
fleers Friday.
of San Miguel, N, M.
able as a charttable trust."
schools, from the lowest to the high
To AH Whom It May Concern
est, are the worst of all places to fos PUBLIC LANDS DILL
Best Quality Pumps
Greeting:
ter the spirit of wordly taste and aria
&
Yon are hereby notified that the
and Oxfords, per pr.
tocracy of wealth and position.
PASSES THE SENATE
11th day of July, A. D., 1912, has been
i!
As the commencement season ap
fixed by the Honorable Probate
proaches, there are increasing evidenRound Trip Excursion
Court, In and for th County and
ces that the children of the moderate- BUT FOUR SENATORS VOTED
State aforesaid, as the day to prove
and even the poor will
AGAINST THE MEASURE, AN
ly
last will and testament of said
orthe
the
for
cause
have less
IMPORTANT
BILL.
dreading
J. W. Corderman, Deceased.
deal of comparison which has heretoIn testimony, whereof, 1 have here
fore In many cases marred the pleas-or- e
Santa Pe, N. M., May 7. The senunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of these occasions so memorable ate this morning passeu senate subA Big Stock of Children's Tan and Black
of the probate court this 7th day of
for all who participate In them. In stitute for Senate Bill No. 36, the pubLos Angeles
this city alone scores of children lic lands bill, which Senator Holt
May, A. D., 1912.
San Diego
Pumps and Oxfords at
LORENZO DBLGADO,
very year have been known to quit said provides for the moBt important
before
school
Clerk of the Probate Court.
graduation because their office in the new state. The bill
San Francisco and return direct
parents were unable to afford the passed by a vote of 20 to 4, Senators
t-4Seattle Tacoma & other points
graduating gowns that would have Barth, Alldrege, Maybry and Evans
at
ease
feel
the
made them
among
Senavoting against the measure.
MARYLAND KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
better dressed. The school author- tor Barth declared that the measure
7. The
Md.,
May
Frederick,
on
dates
sale
for
Tickets
ities have handled the situation with gave too much power to the land
special
begining Apr. 27th,
Knights Templar of Maryland met in
excellent taste and have not sought to commissioner and that he was opthe Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
this city today in annual conclave.
interfere with the rights of anybody posed to the amount of the
For further information. Call on or write.
appropriaIn their lienor the city was elaborately
toreason
the
for
that
hut
disposition
tion it contains.
wtlh the colors and emdecorated
ward simplicity and thoughtfulness Is
Senator Walton, democratic memThis afternoon
of
blems
masonry.
more
be
to
all the
praised.
DATCDELOR, Agent.
ber of the committee, defended the
there was a grand parade, reviewed
bill. Senator Holt declared that the
by a number of distinguished visitors.
had worked night and day
The conclave will conclude its busicommittee,
A quick lunch maketh a sluggish
..
I ,
IBV
attenand
had
ness
bill
tomorrow.
the
given
prudent
.
liver.
'
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ROBERT J. TAUPERT

SILVERWARE PREMIUMS
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Las Vegas Mercantile Co,

SHOE SALE
THIS WEEK ONLY

AT

BACHARACH'S

2,29

2,50

$4

I

Era

well-to-d-

Rales

$4

.50

$2.79

500 Pairs of fVomen's Oxfords

o

and Pumps at Cost

California & Northwest

$45.60

$50.00
$60.00
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PERSONALS

Hie Prescriptiooist

W. S. Dougherty of Mora was a
visitor in Las Vegas yesterday and today.
flatUlM
Dr. Frank. H. H. Roberts has returned from a short business trip to Santa

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man wbo knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

Fe.

Attorney John D. W. Veeder was
in Santa Fe yesterday on legal business.
Mr. aud Mrs. J. II lifbHuB of this
city were visitors la Santa K"e yesterday.
George Fleming returned last aighi
from a several days' business trip to

CO.

NEW DAINTY

WASH GOODS

Cafe De Luxe
25c

j

BRAIDS

PUFFS

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
AND
$3.90
CASH

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, S13.00
We DQrchafted several p&rloarfa of thfa beantifnl dinner-warend
lanre Daroheee enabled the mannfantiiPMr to rive an en nvninaive deal
euu e verr low price, we era charging pan or toe coat to "aavenising
end
ask too to pay a percentagen.-- of the actual coat of the
expenae."
Tt.aisn n l nnnnt. ha rinnllMftJfcd lit
Bat. It la Of aonly
Kent! H fill TUmnnm
quality for leu than lit In any retail China store. It la guaranteed by both
UBUuiavnucr BBU UUrBBlTCB.
mere is coupon In every sack of larabee 8 Floor. Bend oa nve
coupons and S3.M In cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we wUI
send yon one of these beanttral sets by freight. Address coupons and remittance to The China Department of the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
Hntanlnaon. Kansas, fta bum tn writ vnnr nnrna and address nlalnlv.
The coupons in LARA BEE '8 Floor are alto good for Rogers' Silverware
and uvoer vajoaoie premiums. Ask for descriptive
circular.

EMPRESS,
-MILLED

FOR
SALE
V

you know, is

that

"Mighty-Good-

"

GERMAN-

Flour that makes Baking a Delight

GROCERS

Try a Sack You'll Like it.
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GIVElCLASSY CONCERT CURLEY

TO

AND

BANQUET
DANCE

THINKS

ON FRIDAY

THE BOUT IS

Duncan Opera House

NIGHT

ASSURED

Tuesday, May 7th
Extra Special, Something New

WILL
ARMORY WILL BE THE SCENE OF PEARL HERNOON COMPANY WILL STATES THAT GOVERNOR
ENTERTAIN THE 8ANTA FE
NOT
AN ENJOYABLE AFFAIR TOUNLESS
INTERFERE
EMPLOYES
BACKED UP BY LAW
MORROW NIGHT
On tomorrow night the armory hall
will be the scene of what promises
to be one of the largest dances of the
spring season when the Las Vegas
lodge of the Loyal Order of Moose
will give its first social affair since

Solano.
Mr. and Mrs. Meredith Feegan. who
the installation of the order in the
have been visiting in Las Vegas sevMeadow City. Elaborate plans have

eral months, left last night for their
home in Indiana.
WINTERS
Ray Sena of Albuquerque arrheJ
afternoon from the Duke
yesterday
Phoue Main
City and will be in Las Vegas several
days on business.
United tSates Attorney tSephen B.
Davis, Jr., is in Santa Fe attending
the session of the federal court,
which convened yesterday.
Sol Florshefm was in Las Vegas to
day from his home in Springer. Mr
Florsheim is president of the Flor- shelm Mercantile company.
Rev. A. M. Finley of Cherryvale,
Kan., is in Las Vegas for a visit of
several days wKh friends. Dr. Bin-lestopped off en route to California
30 inch fast colored figured
B. Mark, representing
L
the M.
Batiste in light and dark patdealers
of
New
Doob
York,
company
terns at 10c a yard.
i
in imported laces and embroidery, was
40 inch Bordered Lawn in
in Las Vegas today visiting the local
the newest Grecian effects, all
trade.
colors at 15 a yard.
H. F. Tilten, after spending several
days in Las Vegas on business, left
Cotton Folards, large assortthis afternoon for Glorleta, where he
ment of colors, at 15c a yard.
has charge of the commissary depart
Egyptian Tissue Ginghams,
ment of the convict road camp.
at 20c and 25c a yard.
E. T .Plowman, who has been in
Kansas City for the past six weeks,
Silk and Linen mixed foul
ia expected to return to Las Vegas
ards, all leading shades at
30c a yard.
underwent
fW'rtday; '"Mr. Plowman
three operations while in Missouri, but
is now improved in health.
B. R. Russell and T. A. Aken re
Hoffman & Graubarth
turned yesterday from a short busi
ness trip, to Denver. Mr. Russell
(The Popular Priced Store)
slkwiJpJtijis trip.purchased machin
Agents (or The New Idea IOc Pitterm
ery and ctrws for the creamery which
is soon to be operated in connection
Phone Main 104.
with the Crystal ice plant.
Max Krause, after spending several
days in Las Vegas visiting friends,
left this morning for Mora, where he
will enter the employ of the Mora
Mercantile company. Simon Bachar-ach- ,
one of the owners of the company, and Charles Greenclay accomREGULAR DINNER
Mr. KrauSe to Mora.
Mr.
panied
I Krause was formerly of Santa Fe.
I Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Roosevelt
SUNDAY DINNER
passed through Las Vegas this afterI
35o
noon on train No. 10 en route from
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State, f the southern
of New Mexico to
I their home in part
Xew
York. Mr. RooseBARNES & RUSH, Props,
velt is a cousin of
Roosevelt, and, though a strong democrat,
as ha loid a representative of The
Opti, and in fact, "the" democrat of
AND
the Roosevelt family, he is a T. R.
backer and a believer in his cousin
U rtMv
Made to order of human hair for next ..president. Mr. Roosevelt,
said that j if Roosevelt is nominated
for president, and he believes that
IN ANY SHADE
he will be, the people of the country
Will also make COMBINGS will be surprised at the majority the
Empire state win give "Teddy", despite the fact that Taft carried the
AT TAICHERTC STORE.
state primaries. Franklin Rowevelt
was at first thought to be Theodore
DOUGLAS AVE.
Roosevelt, Jr. as it was reported T.
R., Jr., and wife were passengers on
train No. 1. The report was at first
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
easy to believe, as Mr. and Mrs.
WIULi give girl good home and small 'Roosevelt,
Jr., are at the present
wages to help with light house- time in New Mexico in the southern
work. Apply 614 Main.
part of the state.

DRUG

MOOSE

TUESDAY,

been made for the affair, and the
Moose propose to show Las Vegas
that even though they are young they
know how to do things In style.
Following the dance a seven course
banquet will be served at the Cafe de
Luzxe. The Simieon orchestra
will
furnish the music for the dance and
following "home, sweet home," which
according to the program will be played at 1 o'clock, the orchestra will adjourn to the cafe where it will play
during the banquet.
The Moose have made a thorough
canvass with tickets for the ball and
banquet and from the number already
disposed of, all who like to trip the
light fantastic will be in attendance
tomorrow night. Many of the various
"crowds" or "cliques" of the Meadow
City are planning to take In the dance
and from the prospects the crowd
will be a record breaker. This is to
be a program dance and the music
,vill commence at 9 o'clock.

;

WALKER USES HAMMER.
H. M. Walker, sporting writer for
the Los Angeles Examiner, is knock-

bout to the
ing the Johnson-Flynbest of his ability. Here is what
Walker had to say in Saturday's
edition of his paper:
I promised not to allude to the
Johnson-FlynJoke again, but I can't
help admiring Jack Curley for the
nerve that he is showing in the face
of a venture that is a sure loser.
jacK is producing the "expense"
money and going right ahead with
his arrangements Just as though he
had a legitimate heavyweignt championship match on his hands, instead
of an affair that is an insult to the
Intelligence of the men who follow
the boxing game.
n

n

Jesusita

Padilla

and

William

Broome, both of Santa Fe, have been
committeed by Judge E. C. Abbot to
the New Mexico Hospital for the Insane In Las Vegas.
Owing to the absence from tne city
of W. G. Haydon, president of the
board of education of East Las Vegas, and the lack of a quorum, no
meeting of the board was held last

night.

It is thought that a meeting

will be called some time during the
latter part qf this week, as the elec

tlon of teachers for the coming yea
must be done at once. The board win
also vote diplomas to the members
of the High school graduating class
ILLINOIS MUSIC TEACHERS.
Streator, HI., May 7. Music teachers from every quarter of Illinois
gathered here today for the twenty-fourt- h
annual convention of their
state association. Four concerts and
several recitals are to be given during the four days of the convention.
The program has been arranged with
the greatest care and the music will
be of the highest order. The Minneapolis symphony orchestra and a
number of noted soloists are on the
program.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST GULF
Victoria, B. C, May 7. Golfers representing the clubs in Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, Vancouver, Spokane and
several other cities have gathered
here for the twelfth annual championship tournament of the Pacific
Northwest Golf association. The tournament was opened on the links of
the Victoria Golf club this morning,
when the qualifying round in the
men's championship was begun, 'the
play will continue through the entire
week.

f Spring Medicines
til
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nut necessary

'There's a Reason"
"The Roes to WcUvilk" in ekes.

Mile ATHMORE GREY
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''There's never a Law of God r
Man runs north of Fiftythree

THE

BARRIER

First Transcontinental Tour ot REX
BEACH'S Great Story of
die Last Frontier.

Play Teeming with the Rugged Stren
gth of the Northland.

PRICES. $1.50
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CLASSIC DANCES

When Jack Curley was shown the
dispatch from Las Vegas which stat
ed the governor would stop the John1
n
bout, he said, says the Den
ver Post:
PREMIER ENGLISH DANCER
"Of course the governor will stop
the fight if there is a law. He U
offers
bound to do so and so expressed him
I
him
and
saw
talked
self to me when
(a) CAPRICE
Rubenstein
matters over. But fortunately there
SONG
Mendelssohn
SPRING
(b)
is no law in New Mexico
against
THE PEER GYNT SUITE
fights and the governor assured me
that he would not Interfere and take
(a) MORNING
)
It upon himself to stop the fight in
(
(b) ASA'S DEATH
Grj
that case. The Tripp bill that has
(c) ARITRAS DANCE
(
just passed the legislature down there
(d) DANCE OF THE GNOMES
has nothing at all to do with the bat
And her great Parisian Interpretation of the classic
tle. It will not go into effect for 90
days and by that time our fight will
be over. The whole thing hinges itself on one fact, whether or not there
Miss Grey will also be seen in Parisian Songs and Dances.
is a law to prevent It That's the
Her costumes are of real laces.
paramount issue with the governor.
He is going to see that no laws are
50, 35
violated but he is going to be fair
enough to say that in case there is
no law controlling the situation he
himself is not going to make it a personal matter.
"The similar conditions under which
Johnson-Jeffrie- s
fought at Reno again
come up this time. Governor Dicker-soat the ringside said: "There is
no law to prevent it and I am not going to do a thing about it.' Governor
McDonald is a very popular man In
New Mexico and he knows that the
majority of the people of the state
wish the battle to take place. He is
not going to interfere with their wish"SALOME" AT THE es in the matter, under the circum
KIPLING
stances as they present themselves to
him today. I have every reason to believe that the battle will take place
and so have the Las Vegas people. I
have $10,000 of their money as a forMLLE. GREY
WILL
EXEMPLIFY
feit in case the battle is stopped and
FAMOUS DANCE BEFORE a
I don't think the governor Is going
LARGE AUDIENCE.
to allow ithe business men of Las Vegas to lose their money without even
Something new and out of the us- getting a run for It."
ual line of entertainment will be presented at the Duncan opera house
LORD ROSEBERRY IS 65
wJien Mile. Athmore Grey
tonight
London,
May 7. Lord Roseberry,
will offer her great Parisian interpie
one time prime minister of England,
tation of Salome, and a number of
was 65
old today and the occaother classical dances. Mile. Grey sion wasyears
marked by the receipt of
A
is one of the renowned classic and
congratulatory messages from friends
poetic dancers of this country and in many parts of the world.
Although
for the first time Las Vegas will the
junior of many members of the
have the opportunity of witnessing house of lords, there are few who
Direct from Its Long Run at the New Amsterdam
interpretations of famous dances by have sat in the upper chamber longer
i real artist.
than Lord Roseberry. He took his
Th eatre, New York Gty. Complete Scenic Production.
Mile. Grey is especially well known seat in 1863 and has been
active ever
A Company oi Picked
Cor her conception of Salome, which, since.
Players.
to
all
so
is
according
press reports,
graceful and artistic that it loses all
NEVADA LAND OPENED
suggestion of vulgarity. During the
Carson City, Nev., May 7 The 127,- dance, a violet light is thrown on the 500 acres of land eliminated
from the
stage and wierd music accompanies Noapa National forest
by President
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- Toledo, O.
the dancing. The dancer first ap- Taft last December
was opened to
We, the undersigned, have known stipation.
pears swathed in seven veils of dif- settlement
today. The land Is in Lin- P. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
ferent hues, then gradually, one by coln county, this state, and settlement and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and finanone, these are dropped until plenty is to be under the
supervision of the
cially able to carry out any obliga- theIt would surprise yon to know of
of beads and a black silk gauze skirt United States land office in
this city. tions made by his firm.
great good that is being done by
encircles the lithe form of the danc
Chamberlain's
Tablets. Darius Dow'BANK
NATIONAL
OF COMMERCE,
er.
ney, of Newberg Junction, N. B.,
HOW'S THISf
Toledo, O. writes, "My wife has been using
Previous to her presentation ot
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
Hall's
Cure
is
inter- Chamberlain's Tablets and finds them
Catarrh
taken
Salome, Mile. Grey will dance to the ward for any case of Catarrh
blood very effectual and doing her lots of
that
the
upon
nally,
directly
acting
of
music
Rubenstein's
"Caprice," cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh and mucous surfaces of the system. good." If you have any trouble with
Mendelssohn's "Spring Song" and Cure.
Testimonials sent free. Price 76 cent your stomach or bowels give them a
P. J. CHENEY ft CO.,
trial. For sale by all dealers.
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Greigs "Morning" "Asa's Death,''
"Aritra's Dance," and "Danca of tie
Gnomes," the last four of which are
from the Peer Gynt suite. In ber
dance to "Caprice" Mile, ircy vfB
Capital Paid in
Surplus
appear as a young girl in tne forest,
whose attention
is attracted by a
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
ram's head on a bush. She thinks it
is alive, and dances towrd it. FinalW Pav
1 Wm
E 4 vn
9
ly she falls exhausted. Dancing to
the "Spring Song" she will interpret
the spirit of the spring.
J. M. CUNNINOHAn, President
HOSKINS. Caihhr
FRANK SPRINGER.
Mllev Grey will also be seen a
other 'Parisian songs and dances
Mrs.. Charles Kohn and Mrs. Charles
O'Malley of this city will furnish the
music for the dancing.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Duncan and Prowne, managers of
the opera house, have been censured by many of the people of Las Vegas for staging, dances which they
claim are risque because of the
clothes worn or rather not warn-- by
the dancer. However, press reports are contrary to the opinion of
the more prudish and the management of the Duncan is expecting a
Capital Stock,
crowded house.
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Vegas

$1.00

fi

"

AS

Savings Bank
$30,000.00

lkT

Grepe-Nvit- s

The seat reservation for the entertainment of the Pearl Herndon Concert and Dramatic company of Los
Angelas, which will be given ait theY.
M. C. A. hall on Friday night under
the aupslces of the Santa Fe reading
rooms, will open to employes of the
Santa Fe and tljeir families tomorrow
at 12:30 o'clock, and to the general
public on Friday morning at 9 o'clock.
This concert will be an unusually interesting one and Miss Herndon and
those with her are recommended' by
S. E. Busser, superintendent
of 'the
Santa Fe reading rooms, as being
headliners among the Santa Fe enter- tainers.
Miss Pearl Herndon on this occasion will put on Kate Wlggens' masterpiece "Rebecca of SunnySwook Farm."
She will be assisted by Miss Edith
Suoher, a pianist of rare accomplishments. Miss Sucher is a soloist with
a lyric soprano voice of remarkable
compass, as well as a talented pia
nist, and will give instrumental and
vocal renditions of great works. Miss
Herndon has traveled over the reading room circuit in previous seasons
and is well known among the employ
es of the Santa Fe, having the repu
tation of being a star reader and Impersonator. The Las Vegas railroaders consider themselves fortunate In
having the opportunity to see and
hear Miss Herndon. Miss Mary Hern
don is traveling with the company as
manager and costumer.

First Presentation in Las Vegas

I

OLDEST CITIZEN

Chicago, May 7. Ewdln O. Gale,
who holds the honor of being Chica
go's "oldest citfzen," celebrated his
eightieth birthday anniversary today
at his home in Oak Park. Mr. Gale
was bom In New York City, May 7,
1832, and has been a resident of Chicago since 1835.

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest Paid on Deposis

SO
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MY LADY OF DOUBT
iByjlCANDALL-PARRIS-

H

Author oV'LoreVader Fire," "My Lady of the North," etc.
Illustrations by HENRYfTHIBDE
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I 'took It OB, fUnglng- ft "across
CHAPTER XXIII.
I
did so a
the saddle pommel. As
folded paper came Into view, and I
Between Love and Duty.
drew ft forth, curiously. My eye caught
It waa already growing dusk when I
a
of
bottom
at
the
brief
the signature
rode Into our line at Valley Forge.
note, and I stared at it in surprise. A brief Interview with Colonel
HamilFagint How came Fagin to be writing ton revealed his
appreciation of my
to Captain Grant? He pretended to
both armies work, and that my hastily made notea
to be
be a

fitting.

1THE OPTIC

THE
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7 HE

BEST GOODS
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SOCIETY
of the Philadelphia defenses had been
received twenty-fou- r
hours earlier.
sweetheart, you have no right to turn
(Continued from Yesterday)
me away, because of some phantom of
They had been delivered at headquarLODGE NO.
CHAPMAN LOOOE NO
A. F A
0. O. ft LAS VEGAS
ters by an officer of Lee's staff; no,
imagination"
evening at
Monday
every
1.
boyish-lookinMeets
M
"Nothing that Peter pleases to oo
A.
not
a
coma
"But it Is not. it is terribly real."
fellow, but
tUdkr
Is explainable. His wars are not our
"I care not; I would still love you
their bs'l on Sixth street All visit,
captain whose name had
and
munication
first
invited to atbeen forgotten. All Hamilton could
Jrays, nor his thoughts our thoughts. In spite of all; you may be a spy a
lng brethren cordially
third Thursday la auk
uSe Is simply Peter. He started ell British spy but the fact would mean
remember was that the notes had been
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. Q.;
month. Visiting broth-e- n
this, but was never In front of those nothing to me. I would trust you,
originally brought In by an Indian
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
guns long. They must be shooting at Claire, your womanhood; I should
scout. Eager to discover Eric Morticordially invited
hadowa. But, Major, we forget where know that whatever you did was In
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer;
mer, I asked a week's release from RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- N. O. Herman, W. M.; . R. Murray.
we are, the perils about ua, and the accordance with your conscience, and
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
duty, but there was so much sickness
TISEMENTS
Secretary.
in the camp, that this request was renecessity of your Immediate eacape. tie content if you but love me. And,
"We must not stand talking here."
fused, and I was ordered to my regi- Five cents
ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
thank God! I know you do."
per line each Insertion. LA8 VEGA8 COMMANDER Y, NO. 2. J. E.
She was close beside me, looking up
ment
"I I no! You cannot mean thatl"
every flrst
Meet
I. O. of B B.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
NKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
into my face, her eyes filled with anxl
the vestry
Busy days and nights of fatigue fol"Ay, but I do. Have you supposed
la
month
the
ot
Tuesday
ety. There were words upon my lips I could not resd the message of those
conclave second Tuse-lowed. Washington, watching like a No ad to occupy leas apace than two
Moateflore at 8
of
Temple
rooms
I longed to speak, questions 1
All
Mahawk every movement of Sir Henry line.
advertls.ments charged
eyesT Oh, it msy be dark. dear, Dot
day in each month at
ito ask. but I held these sternly back. there is a
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Clinton In Philadelphia, convinced by will be booked at space actually set, sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
and when the
in
Isaae AppsL
those
restrained by the pleading
waa
thousand
a
cordially invited
he
received
confess
that
lift
every
lashes
Re
report
without regard to number of word
they
Boucher, & C; Chan. Tamme.
Secyea
Greeaclay,
Charles
to
acknowlabout
all
evacuate
the city, bent
times more than your Hps
President;
Cash In advance preferred.
corder.
"No, for your sake I must go st edge. Yet I Insist on the lips! Now
his energies toward placing his little
retary.
once," I answered soberly. "Seldon tell me." and I held her to mo, "tell
army In fit condition for battle. Some
must not find you here, nor must me!"
LAS VEA CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
recruits were received, the neighborKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS. COUNCli
Grant suspect your connection with
convoca
ARCH MA0N8-el- ar
"What oh, major, please I"
ing militia were drawn upon, and men
sad
my assault upon him. I doubt If be
In
each ..NO. 804. Meets second
were taken from the hospitals, and
tion first Monday
"There are but three words to
Pies
ball
C.
R.
O.
this
in
In
face
darkness,
my
recognized
Thursday
put back into the ranks as soon as
month at Maaonio Temspeak; whisper them, dear, and I go."
are
member
Although he will surely realise the
Visiting
words-- "
building.
strong enough to bear arms. Inspired
"Three
ple, at 7:30 p. m. MR.
C.
truth when he learns of my escape.
I
"Such easy words; they are tremby the indomitable spirit of our comdially invited. W. R Tipton
H. P.; F. O.
Williams,
But how can I leave you here unprothe line officers worked inceson your Hps now I love you."
F. S.
mander,
MackoJ.
P.
E.
bling
Blood. Secretary.
tected? When this man returns to
"But if I do not; If they are false.
santly in the welding together of their
consciousness and that can mean but Hush! There is some one on the vecommands. I scarcely knew what
aecor,
m few moments he will be furious."
RAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E. B. P. O. ELKS Meets
OPTIC'8 NUMBER. MAIN 2.
sleep was, yet the importance of the
randa Seldon must have returned."
of
evening
"I shall be safe enough. He will
fourth
Tuesday
In
8 Meets lint and third Fridays
coming movement of troops held me
All the more reason why you
vtsrtf..
hall.
C.
R.
(have no opportunity to find me alone should
O.
month at
steadfast to duty. Word came to ua
Maaonio Temple. Mrs. T. & Bowen,
speak quickly," I whispered,
G
1n"itd
In June that Count d'Estaing,
jagaln. Tonight I had no conception without releasing her.
cordially
are
brothers
O.
early
Rutledge
Worthy Matron; Jama
0
jtbat he was near, and was not even
Ruler
a
was
with
Exalted
apFrench
At
once?"
fleet,
"Will you go, then?
H. Hunker,
powerfol
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
iarmed.
I have been afraid of him
This surely WANTED Woman for general house"I pledge my word."
proaching the coast
Condon, Secretary.
Phone Main 829, 120
Secretary.
ifor months ; he has acted like a crazed
meant that Clinton would be comwork.
She drew a deep breath, her eyes
Apply 1100 Seventh street
Grand avenue.
jman. But you must go!" She caught shadowed, but I could hear the swift
to retreat across the Jerseys,
pelled
me
thicket
toward the
F. O. E. Meets flrst and third Tue.
toy arm, urging
adand
a
our
were
of
of her heart.
portion
troops
Woes
A DAY easily made by hust- FRATERNAL
$10,000
rwhere the horse was concealed; then pulsingIt will mean
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
so
as to be within easy strikvanced
day evenings each month, at
"It
nothing nothing."
cor
Write
once
Brothers
at
agent.
(suddenly paused with a new thought
ling
for
full
103 Meets every Monday night at
man hall. Visiting
"Of course; only a memory to dream
ing distance of the city the moment
M
"Take his hat and coat," she
A.
Information. Arizona Sales Agency,
attend
to
the evacuation took place. The reO. R. C. Hail, on Douglas avenue, at
invited
over."
dially
swiftly. "There are British paSe
Ward.
commands
C.
farther
Her lashes
her head tilted
8 o'clock.
maining
pressed
Phoenix, Arizona.
Adler. President: E.
Visiting members are
trols between here and the Delaware. back upon my lifted,
shoulder. For a bare
north, near convenient crossings of
cordially welcome. B. E. Gearing,
retary.
Quick, and I will have your horse un- instant I gazed down Into the depths.
the Delaware, prepared for a forced
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
tied."
march across the British line of reI will I love you!"
"Then
C. H. Bally,
value
the
I did as directed, feeling
ATTORNEYS
treat.
Maxwell's
with
which
I
With the words kissed her, pressbrigade,
of the suggestion, and, a moment later,
I
was
even crossed the FOR RENT 'Suite
an
to
connected,
of
they'
Instant
furnished
hers;
Hps
my
ing
to nil appearance an officer of Queen's
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
HUNKER & HUNKER
river in advance,
with
rooms for light
clung, and 1 felt the pressure of her
housekeeping.
Bangers, slipped through the thicket arm, the hot blood rioting through my
of
the
forest
Meet
in
brother)
General Dickinson and his New Jersey
Chester A. Hud- H.
Hunker
Geo.
Good location. Price right. Cutler
of trees, and took the reins from her veins.
Wori
militia All was excitement, commoWoodmen
of the
love at
Attorneys st Law
Brothers.
bands.
tion, apparently disorder, yet even
New Mex
"Sweetheart," I whispered, "sweet'
hall, on the second and fourth F
ou will go straight back into the
Vegas.
Iju.
amid that turmoil of approaching batheart."
8 p. m C. C)
month
at
of
each
day
?"
,oouse
tle, Hamilton recalled my request, and FOR RENT Ranch near Wagon
"No, no!" and she thrust me from
Consul; G. Laemmle, Cleri. VU
"Yes," she said obediently; then ex- her.
Mound, 60 acres in cultivation,
"You forget. I am not that You
granted me two days' leave. His brief
LOCAL TINE CARD
pended her hand. "Goodby, Major must not think It even. See, that man
lng neighbors are especially
note reached me at Coryell's Ferry,
horses and all machinery furnished,
I suppose this ends our
(Lawrence.
invited.
come
and cordially
and, an hour later, I was riding swiftly
is coming down the steps. He will
house partly furnished. Very easy
acquaintance."
EAST BOUND
across the country to where Lee had
be
will
It
and
discover
Grant,
Captain
terms.
523
I
Sixth
a
can
I
such
avoid
street EL DORADO LODGE NO.
Inquire
"Not if
fate,"
I
too
tops
headquarters.
late
Arrive
Oh,
go,
go!"
major,
please
East Laa Vegas, N. M.
replied, holding her fingers closely. "If
Not once during all those days and
I turned without another word, fully
:16 p.
PYTHIAS Meet No. 2.. . 8:10 p. m
OP
KNIGHTS
8 believed that I am not sure but I
of
nights had the memory of Claire left
11:10 p. a
very Monday era No. 4. . .11:06 p m.
would return to the cell. It has been realizing the danger, the necessityas I
me. Over and over in my mind I had
mine
touched
Her
hand
action.
1:25 a
in Castle Hall No. 8.. . 1:16 a m
we
Into
which
have
a strange intimacy
nlng
reviewed all that had ever occurred
sr
2:10 p.
been thrown; three days have made grasped the rein.
m.
.
Knights
1:45
Visiting
No.
I
10..
p
a
at
Glance between us, striving in vain to guess FOR
Read the Lines Almost
"We part friends," she said softly.
SALE Child's bed and mat
us old friends. Surely you cannot beInvited
Realized
cordially
Base
the
and
I
Now
see
the
talk
riddle.
would
and
and
understand
Suddenly
"Some
day you may
tress. Apply 1045 Fifth street.
lieve me so ungrateful as your words
Chas. E. Liebsob
with her brother, and perhaps obtain
WEST BOUND
VMIainly Revealed.
forgive me."
seem to Imply."
I have
lot
needed.
Yet
1:46 p.
the
Channel
now
more
"I
1
nler,
than
1:20 p. m.
understand
you
explanation
No.
brief
"But I deserve no gratitude," maksuggestions, memoranda, gone into battle with less trepidation FOR SALE Edison graphophone,
Commander. Harry No. 3
think." I returned swiftly, "and I am such orders,
6:15 p.
6:10 a m
a
secret
to
lookissued
as
be
to
no
draw
effort
might
yet
away,
ing
100
than when I rode into Lee's headquarback to learn all."
and
coming
reprorecords,
adKeeper
4:50 p.
Martin,
m
7
were
4:40
trusted.
These
No.
p.
agent greatly
ing .Into my faee frankly. "Perhaps
and asked his
for ducer. Price reasonable. 807 Dougun- ters,
Records and Seal.
dressed
7:00 p.
Is it not
m
many
"Mortimer,"
6:35
9
simply
No.
you have misunderstood.
p.
Eric Mortimer. He looked at me
CHAPTER XXII.
las avenue.
signed, others marked by initials, but strangely, as I put the question.
possible for the women of these ColoI instantly recognized the handwriting
nies to sacrifice as well as the men in
I
"I should be very glad to oblige you.
Uncover Captain Grant
of Washington, Hamilton and Lee.
the cause of patriotism? You must
to
was
The
thicket
dense
replied gravely,
Major
sufficiently
Henry Ferris, Hadar, Nebr.. is the
was
the "but Lawrence," he
Without question this packet
not believe that I have done this mereus from the man, who reconceal
unfortunately I have no present father of ten children and for the
of Eric Mortimer, but why
property
past
ly for your sake, Major Lawrence."
mained standing at the foot of the had the
knowledge of the young man."
20 years has used Foley's
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Delivery
knowledge
should
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for
have
per 108 Iba
laughingly,
used it for the past 20 years and
right
Grant?
I understand, was near Mount Holly." can recommend it to anyone needing
iuniform. I am not privileged to go sc would come upon Grant's unconscious tain answer came in a flash of
The
suspi"What has become of him?"
a cough remedy." O. G. Shaefer, Red
jfar, restrained by the limitations oi Form, and in that silence the slightest cion the colonel. He could he threatA
"All I know is, he was sent out on Cross Drug Co.
sex, yet I may be equally a rebel."
noise might arouse suspicion. Mistress ened with
disblackmailed,
them,
a
"Which would seem to mean that all Claire still clung to my hand, but only
mission,
by
special
Washington's
graced before Sir Henry Clinton, drivHarvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
'jour kindness toward me would have to whisper a sentence of instruction. en from his command. They were ad- own orders, nearly a month ago. We
Leroy Thacker, Watertown, S. D.,
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
not directly heard from him says:
have
ibeen similarly given to any patriot
"Go straight north, major, until you
I
suffered
rheumatism
with
dressed merely to "Mortimer," discov- Bince. An Indian
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
re- for over
a
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shadow
reach
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seemed at
hedge;
eight years,
(soldier."
ered at Elmhurst, and were sufficient
of his operations up to that time; times I would go crazy with pain.
of that beyond the orchard, and then
port
"Why why, yes; I I think so."
fienda
was
of
treason.
to
It
convict
since then we have received nothing." Three bottles of Foley Kidney Pills
"And I do not, Mistress Claire; 1 take the road running westward.
ish plot, well conceived, and Grant
irefuse to so believe." Her eye Don't mount until you reach there
"An Indian" I exclaimed. "The same cured my rheumatism and I gladly rewas fully capable of carrying It out
commend them.' O. G. Shaefer, Red
(flashed up at me, and I lost all re goodby."
I could realize what the who brought in my notes?"
to
end.
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I recall Cross Drug Co.
now
that
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believe
so;
"Goodby, you will not forget me?"
yes,
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to
of these papers
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no opportunity to
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him military advancement, a distri- the matter. I had
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must give it utterance before I ride must go!"
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Finally
to camp, back to the campaign, ly pushed on steadily through the
improvement.
"He must be dead, or a prisoner."
to determine my duty.
left entirely and I am fully cured of
fl know not what the night, what the darkness, leaving my mount to choose hands, striving
The chief smiled rather grimly.
I return to Elmhurst? To do
Should
"Or deserted," he added sharply. "I all mv kidnev trouble." O. G. Shhae(morrow may bring. But I know for his own course, confident we were so would only bring me into renewed
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me,
spirit
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As to Claire, Seldon would protect her f
was no shrinking in her face, no alarm. the British patrols, I must run the risk
Lee thought well of him, cliokpd her to death. Mr Allen says:
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for
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present,
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where
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by
do
departure
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delay
Why
found the word "Elmhurst." It was
quick and permanent results. O. G.
tenting to remain here in conversa where I could probably procure a fresh easy to see how the discovery of such
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Wichita, Kan., May 7. Miss Jane
"But that is .r ot my only desire," I I could see, the single street was de- own end, but why had that young Eric Every piece of our ice is clear and
protested. "It must be weeks, months, serted. To the south, certainly two failed to destroy them as soon as re- healthful and our prices are so reas Addame of Chicago and Rev. Olympla
"before I can hope to see you again. miles away, a squadron of horse were ceived?
Brown of Racine, Wis., are here to
onable that you are doing yourself an
n am a servant of the Colonies, and riding slowly, surrounded by a cloud
annual
before the twenty-nintWhen
rethe
last
had
been
speak
paper
to
ice
snust go where I am sent; we are upon- of dust. Without doubt this was the duced to ashes, I stamped out the em- injustice by not ordering your
Kansas
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of
Suffrage
Equal
meeting
ithe verge of a campaign Involving ex British patrol that had left the village bers of fire under my boot heel, and. day from
asscoiatlon. The sessions began this
with lighter heart, rode down the bill
pocure and battle. I may not even at dayoreaa.
ICE
CO.
CRYSTAL
afternoon and will continue over
THE
It was a hot, close morning, and the toward the ford.
come forth alive. Must I go without
227.
iichi-- '
Main
Claire.
and
Phone
coat
Claire.
hone?
a
heavy
Ranger's
without
padded
a word,
ICaprruh A.

C.

McCurt

C

Ml

sure, yet
Tory
knew him as a murderous outlaw,
plundering loyalists and patriots alike.
s
There came to me a memory of
chance remark that Grant had
some connection with this fellow's marauding. I had not seriously considered it then, but now why, possibly
it was true. I read the lines almost at
a glance, scarcely comprehending at
first, and then suddenly realized the
base villainy revealed:
"Have the money and papers, but
the girl got away. Will wait for you
at Lone Tree tonight. Don't fail, for
the whole country will be after me
as soon as the news gets out about
FAGIN."
Elmhurst.
So that was the reason for this raid
Grant's personal affair. He had returned to Elmhurst, leaving his men
to trudge on into Philadelphia under
their Hessian officers so that he might
communicate with Fagin. What a pity
It was I had failed to kill the fellow,
Instead of leaving him unconscious.
The papers! Perhaps they were In
the coat also. Surely Grant had no
time to change or destroy them, as he
must have ridden directly to Elmhurst
I searched the pockets of the garment
hastily, finding a note or two, his
orders to escort Delavan, and a small
packet tied securely by a cord. I felt
no hesitancy in opening this, and ascertaining Its contents. The lines I
read hastily seemed to blur before my
eyes; I could barely comprehend their
purport. Little by little I grasped the
meaning of it all, and then my mnd
leaped to recognition of Grant's purpose. They were notes of instruction,
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS?

DO YOU NEED OFFICE
X, STATIONERY? X

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results, ifc

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can

A-

lways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
A Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.
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Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,
41

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIN 2.
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Every thing Harked in Plain
Figures at
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American dance
tonight.
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1912.
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i, don't forget tne date.
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Uolden Weeding hjre,
in we wood. Direct trou duullat?
to yon. At the Lobby, at course.
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THE CASH GROCER.'. . .
Or Main 194
Phone MeJn 193
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OF

Sweet Pleasure
In Nevins High Grande

CANDIES
ALWAYS FRESH
And Only

40C

PER POUND

Owing to the failure to send In papers on a certain case which was due
to come belore the grand jury and
Schubert Concert Co. here
the dismissal of the case. Justice
for
May 9.
t
of the Peace Crux Gonzales of
No. 3 i Antonchico, Guadalupe
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
county, was temporarily suspended
at the Opera Bar.
irom office after a hearing before
Athletic underwear of Talcume District Judge David J. iahy
Cloth, 50 cents per garment at
afternoon. His case will be
investigated by the next grand jury.

H. STEARNS
GROCER.

Jefferson Ray nold s President
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

Haltett Raynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

WISH TO
AND VILLANUE-VHIGHWAY8

Before completing the business of
their regular May meeting yesterday
afternoon the board of county commissioners authorized County Clerk
Lorenzo Delgado to correspond with
the state good roads commission and
state engineer relative to the construction of the Villanueva road and the
completion of the partially built highway to Mora as far as the county Una
Mr. Delgdao was instructed to notify
the engineer that San Miguel count)
has funds available for meeting one
half of the expense.
Both roads are badly needed and
should be completed with little deThe Villanueva highway will
lay.
open up valuable territory that at
present is without sufficient road facilities. The Mora road work was
done over a year ago, convict labor
being employed. The road was neve?
completed. Now that the county has
sufficient money to bear its entire
share of the expense it is hoped Vhat
there wlil be no difficulty in securing
the assistance of the state good roads
commission.

yes-terda- y

A musical treat May 9,
opera house. All artists.
Concert company.

at

Duncan

A meeting

oi the officers

Of

the

of the New Mex-

Schubert alumni association
ico Normal University was ueld last
night at the .Normal building. At
to held
Special shoe sale for this week. this meeting it was decided
Broken sizes in $4 and $3 50 Oxfords the annual banquet of the association
at the Castaneda hotel on
offered for 12.78, at Taichert's.
May 25 at 8:30 o'clock. A meeting
For Sale Residence at 1016 Fifth of the alumni association will be held
street. Must be sold In the next 30 on Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock at
All members are invitdays, also piano. Dr. E. L. Hammond. the Normal
ed to attend.
Several good mountain ranches for
The aeau sale for "The Barrier,"' Hex
sale cheap for cash or on easy payments. F. J. Wesner, 612 Lincoln Beach's story of the frozen north,
which will be presented at the Dunavenue.
can opera house tomorrow night
this morning at Schaefer'i and
opened
Why pay rent when you can own Murphey's drug stores. The prices are
your own home for a small invest- 11.50, 1,00 and 50 cents. The proment with easy terms on deferred duction will be put on by a compayments? See F. J. Wesner.
pany of picked players and is on its
first transcontinental tour, coming diThe Ladles' Aid society of the First rect from a long run at the New AmBaptist church, will give a reception sterdam theater in New York City,
to the societies of the other church- and will no doubt be a drawing card
es of tie city on Thursday afternoon in Las Vegas.
lit 2 o'clock at the home of Mrs N. B.
Because one or two important witGreen, 809 Fourth street
nesses were not available to testify
decidThe board of trustees of the New yesterday Judge David J. Leahy
deMexico Hospital for the Insane spent ed to postpone for a short time his
Camilo
Chacon
of
case
cision
in
the
the da yexaminlng bids and samples
submitted by various firma desirous of Guadalupe county, who is under a
of furnishing supplies for the Institu- suspended sentence to the state penitentiary. Judge Leahy heard considtion during the next six months.
erable testimony yesterday. Chacon s
wife complained against him, assertAt a recent meeting of the Masoning his behavior was not good. As a
ic Cemetery board, Ed Ward, former- result he, was brought before the
ly night policeman of East Las Vegas judge.
was appointed sexton of the cemetery, as successor to Aaron Rainey, who
Mayor Lorenzo Delgado of the town
recently resigned.
of Las Vegas announced this morning
that he would begin Monday the
Francis J. Gonzales was arrested work of putting the streets and alleys
last night by Chief of Police Ben of the West side in the best possible
men and five
Coles o nthe charge" of drunkenness. condition. Twenty-fivWhen arraigned before Judge D. R. teams will be used. Mayor Delgado exMurray he pleaded guilty and was re- pects to begin work upon the most
leased on the payment of the costs. used thoroughfares and etxend his
this being his first appearance before operations until, every street in the
town has been improved and made fit
the court.
for constant use by all varieties of
vehicles. All holes will be filled, uniThe Plaza hotel soon will be open
form grades will be established and
ed for roomers. The building Is to
ample
provision for drainage will be
be furnished throughout and will pro
made.
vide ample room for a large numwr
of visitors, who are expected to be
Under the direction of Miss May
here during the Johnson-Flyn- n
tout, Ross,
"Snowball," a farcical comedy
and the preparations for the big ring in
three
acts, will be produced at the
exhibition.
Duncan opera house on some date during the first week of Jane for the benefit of the Las Vegaa baseball team.
A number of well known amateurs
will appear in the piece, and this
promises to be one of the best local
talent entertainments ever produced
in Las Vegas.
The first rehearsal
was held lat night in the opera
house.

Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paul on

Time Deposits

fine

quality

After a while he gets
used to it and expects perfect

ALCARITA
MONTOYA
MRS.
BURNED AND
PAINFULLY
MAY NOT RECOVER.

FOR THE BEST OF BAKERS GOODS

SUCH AS
Home Made Bread, Mothers Bread, Restaurant
Bread, Rye Bread, Pan Bread, Twists, Graham
Bread, Sweet Bread, Ginger Bread, Layer
Cakes, Loaf Cakes, Angel Food Cakes, Fruit
Cakes, Gold Cakes, Finger Rolls, Cup Cakes,
Poppy Seed Rolls, Doughnuts, P. H. Rolls,
Buns etc.

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE
We always have the best of everything eatable

first, last and all the time. Send
us your Shirts, Collars etc.,
and you'll be 'happy in your
linen ever after.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

617 Douglas

81

Aobert Browning, the famous poet,
was celebrated by the Browning clubs
and other literary societies through
out England today. In London the
(chief features of the celebration were
a service in Westminster Abbey this
afternoon, followed by a dinner under the auspices of the Royal Society
of Literature.

TO OOLD

FRESH

THE UNTERRIFIED WILL
SELECT DELEGATES TO THE
STATE GATHERING

For the purpose of electing dele
gates to the state convention, which
will be held in Clovta May 14, the democrats of San Miguel county will hold
a county convention Friday In La Ve
gas. Thursday evening the democrats
of precinct No. 29, East Las Vegas,
wil hold a primary at the city hall for
the purpose of selecting' delegates to
the county convention. Most of the
democrats of this county are said to
be supporters of Champ Clark, although there are many who favor
Wood row Wilson or Judson Harmon
for the presidency. The state
will elect New Mexico's delethe national convention.
to
gation

SUITS

Are Models of Perfection.

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

ELECTRIC IRON.
Lols Vegas Light & Power Co.
CALL AT OUR STORE
And See The

many
Exclusive

Features
Of the

Automatic
Refrigerator
is a refrigerator you will be proud to have in your
ITsubstantial.
Not high priced, but the best at any price.

home-ne-

at,

trim and

You'll be interested in its "built in" water cooler into wich no' odors or
impurities can get in its light, sanitary wire shelves in its circulation which
keeps flavors from mixing ind its 8 insulating walls, that keep out heat and
cut your ice bill in half.
Call as soon as yon can and see the AUTOMATIC REFRIGERATOR

J.

G.

J0HNSEN & SON.

SUNNY
BROOK

THURSDAY NIGHT
MAY 9TH

RANCH

n

DUNCAN

OPERA

HOUSE

BUTTER
Early Cabbage and Cauliflower
CABBAGE 50c.

per 100

CAULIFLOWER 75c

per 100

SEEDSMEN

&

FLORIST-

S-

SCHUBERTS SYMPHONY CLUB
Pure Clean and Healthful.
From T. T. Turners Mountain Home.

PLANTS READY NOW

snsrss, PERRY ONION & SON
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

OUR NEW SPRING

BROWNING CENTENARY
KEPT.
London, May 7. The one hundredth anniversary of the birth of

FRIDAY

laundering from us as a matter
of course. And he is never

H

IS

Her clothing a mass of flames Mrs.
Alcarita Montoya this momiu rushed from her home into South Pacific
street on the West side screaming at
the top of her voice. Henry Monsi-mer- ,
hearing her cries, hurried to her
assistance.
Seizing a Navajo blanket he wrapped the struggling woman in its ample folds and soon extinguished her burning clothing.
The woman was carried into her
house.
A physician was summoned
and everything possible was done for
her relief. Late this afternoon the
woman was still unconscious. Her
physician says she has a chance for
recovery, although she is badly burned. The woman has a husband and
several children. It is thought tna:
Mrs. Montoya, becoming
suddenly
mentally unbalanced, poured coal o
over her clothing and set fire to it.
No one saw her when her clothing
became ignited, but the empty can
of coal oil was found where she had
left it.
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work.

disappointed. We do good work

GO TO THE HOME OF QUALITY

DEMOCRATS

STERN & CO

UKHUIU.

TO HER CLOTHING

Happy Man

experiences the
of our laundry

MICUAM.s.

M. GREBNBBEGBR.

WOMAN SETS FIRE

It's a

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

COM-PLET-

MORA

fre-canc-

Who first

MAKING
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Rosenthal hall

Sat-irda-

THE STORE OF IKE DAVIS

WILL ASK

Finch

AT

Boucher's
"The Store of Satisfaction"

ALL ARTISTS
Prices 50c, 75c, $1.00

